There's more life in Eveready Batteries

Buy Eveready "B" Batteries and you get electricity in its safest, safest and most compact form. They reduce your operating expense. New developments in the Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc., have been converted into new manufacturing processes in the Eveready factories. Good as they always have been, Eveready "B" Batteries are much better today.

The Eveready achievement of giving you more hours of "B" Battery service for less money has cut the cost of running receivers in half, and in some cases to a third.

There is an Eveready Radio Battery for every radio use.

Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Headquarters for Radio Battery Innovation
New York  San Francisco
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

EVEDA
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

Dry "B" Batteries are an economical, dependable and convenient source of plate current!

No. 711
1½-volt Dry Cell
Battery for all dry cell tubes

No. 710
45-volt Extra Large Vertical for heavy duty
Price $4.75

No. 711
45-volt Large Vertical
Price $3.75
What the fun comes in

Listening to real music—listening to clear, undistorted voice—getting what you want when you want it. That's where the fun comes in, in radio.

The tubes cannot do the whole job. But other good parts are of little avail without the best tubes. Everybody knows this, and most people do ask for RADIOTRONS by name, and watch to see that they get what they ask for. For the very best reception your set can give—no matter what type of tube you need—look for the Radiotron name, and the RCA mark.

Radio Corporation of America

235 Broadway
New York

Sales Offices:
10 Sth, La Salle St.
Chicago, Ill.
28 Geary St.
San Francisco, Cal.

RCA

RADIOTRON

WD-11
WD-12
UV-199
UV-200
UV-201-A

Radiotrons with these model numbers are genuine only when they bear the name Radiotron and the RCA mark.
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Tune by Sight

Tune your favorite stations once, mark them on the Ultra-Vernier, then forget wave lengths. Tedious tuning, blind fumbling and guessing are over for all time.

Now it's possible to pick your entertainment from the radio program and turn the dial instantly, accurately, to your station and know your receiver is tuned with infinite precision.

The silvered Ultra-Vernier dial mounts fast to panel. Single control 20:1 ratio, operates vernier for hair-splitting adjustment and governs station indicator. Replace your old dials with Ultra-Verniers. You've never known such tuning ease.

Write for Descriptive Circular

ULTRA-VERNIER TUNING CONTROL

PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION
7 Beckman Street
NEW YORK CITY

$2.50

Made by the Phenix Radio Corp. Co., your assurance of quality and dependability.
Set building is simple with Dubilier Devices!

The MICADON: Use this standard fixed condenser when you build. It has permanent capacity. Its extension tabs make it easy to install. 90% of all sets made use Micadons.

The DUCON: Save the expense and labor of erecting antenna. Buy the Ducon—the standard socket plug. Just screw it into your lamp socket and it will pick up programs clearly and distinctly.

The DURATRAN: Build a powerful set by using this radio-frequency transformer. It amplifies with a constant of over twenty on the complete broadcasting band—225 to 550 meters.

Dubilier Condenser And Radio Corporation
The Engineering Side of Manufacturing Gridleaks

Some valuable notes in the methods employed at the Daven factory, where thousands of tubular resistors are manufactured daily.

We have become so familiar with the various parts for sets, that most of us think of them merely in terms of actual performance and dollar and cent cost. We fail to appreciate the painstaking care and scientific investigation that is going on every day in the larger manufacturing plants in an effort to turn out products of the highest uniform quality possible, regardless of varying conditions which tend to alter their characteristics. It is gratifying to see that competition is forcing the manufacturers to keep on their toes constantly, experimenting with new and better ways of doing things, at the same time reducing overhead costs. All of this is ultimately passed on to the consumer in the form of better apparatus at lower prices.

A striking example of manufacturing under conditions in which every little step of the process must be carried out with the most exacting care and patience is furnished in the making of tubular resistance units for use as gridleaks and various other purposes. A trip through the plant of the Daven Radio Corporation, where more than 2,000 resistance units are manufactured every day, reveals the inside story on the little gridleaks and resistors we usually snap into clip holders and proceed to forget all about, because experience has taught us that they can be depended upon without further attention.

The units have a resistance element of ink-coated paper, which is held in place and centered in a glass tube by two corks. Connection is made to it by tinned copper leads passing through the corks, and soldered to the metal end caps. This gives a compact unit which is air.
right, so that no atmospheric changes affect the paper element after the tube is sealed with the end caps. The high quality of the finished product, which to all outward appearances is very simple, is only obtained by carefully planning each assembly operation so that the work follows right through the line, careful attention being paid to all the little kinks and tricks peculiar to the work.

The glass tubes, corks, and nickeled brass end caps are bought from outside manufacturers. It is interesting to note here that a tolerance of only 0.004 to 0.005 in. is allowed on the outside diameter of the glass, and a tolerance of 0.030 in. on the length. Also the glass is of special chemical composition since it is essential that it have practically infinite resistance. The stock of tubes, corks, caps, and elements is at all times kept in an electrically heated oven at a temperature of 115° Fahrenheit. This prevents any absorption of moisture. The subsequent assembling operations are so timed that not more than five minutes elapses between the time the stock is taken from the oven and the time the tubes are sealed airtight.

In the first operation, the connecting leads or clips are attached to the paper elements in hand presses. This takes place in two stages. In the first, the punch die bends the shoulders of the clips into a "U" shape to receive the paper. In the second stage the sides are

---

Fig. 3. A grid leak capping machine, the only device of the sort to be found in this country, for it was developed by the Daven Company.
bent down flat on the paper and nine little sharp points press into the clips and paper at the point of contact, insuring a good connection. A photograph of this press is shown in Fig. 1. The two steps are necessary to prevent the paper from being bent and curled up. These elements with the clips are then placed in the heated stock oven.

In the next operation the resistance of the elements is measured and brought to the correct value. This is done in an ingenious way. Two supports are arranged on the table in the form of blocks which receive the clips of the elements. The two terminals of the measuring instrument are arranged on a bar so that by means of a foot operated lever they may be brought down tight on the clips and the meter read. If the resistance value is not correct, ink is either added or removed from the strip by means of a brush.

As the work progresses along the table one operator threads one clip through a hole in the cork, the next person puts this unit in a glass tube and puts the other cork on loosely.

In the next step, the corks are passed tightly into the glass tube, and the ends of the clips are crimped slightly. A special machine was devised, for this to the clips was to have a jig which held nine units in an upright inverted position. The operator would hold a metal cap over a gas flame with a pincher and fill it with molten solder. Then he would put the cap under a unit and rest it in a hole in the bottom plate. By pushing the unit down into the cap and giving it a slight twist the clip and end cap were fastened and connected together by the solder.

While this method produced very good results, the problem of increasing production led the engineers of the Daven Corporation to devise a new capping process. The result of their work is the automatic capping machine shown in Fig. 3. This requires four operators, two for inserting caps and two for inserting
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**Fig. 1.** The press which fastens the lead clips to the resistance elements.

**Fig. 4.** Testing the grid leaks on a direct-reading meter.
glass, cork, and element units. This machine caps many thousand units per day.

The capper has thirty-two tube-holding arms arranged radially on a turn-table driven by an electric motor. One operator puts a cap in the lower holder of each arm as the table turns. The cap runs over a gas flame for a distance of about 12 ins. as the arm travels around. This heat is so the solder will stick more readily. When it reaches a certain predetermined point a drop of molten solder is dropped into it from a spout leading from a solder pot. By means of a valve gear operated by the turntable a slide valve in the bottom of the pot is opened and closed at the proper time to deliver the drops of solder. The cap continues on its way, still over the gas flame, until it gets to a place where it is carried over a flat supporting ring. At this point the next operator inserts the glass tube and presses it on firmly, the pressure being taken up by the ring underneath. This unit continues over to an automatic counting device and is then released from the arm by a tripper and falls into a box, the solder having hardened by this time. It then goes over to the other side of the machine where the process is repeated and the other cap put on. The glass tubes and caps are of such size that a clearance space exists between them to allow the excess solder to run out during the capping operation. This thin wall of solder between the glass tube and metal cap also serves as a cement so that it is impossible to pull the metal caps off from the tubes. The difference in the coefficient of expansion of the glass tube and brass cap also serves to aid this action.

The resistors are then inspected and any excess solder is trimmed off around the glass. An inspection is also made to insure that the paper element is properly centered in the glass tube and that the caps are on straight. A final resistance measurement is made and the resistors sorted according to their values. It has been found more practical to give an operator a tray full of resistors of various values and require that she test each one and sort them out, rather than keep the various sizes separate and have an operator test all resistors of one value. The latter method would be a temptation for her to slip through a batch of resistors without testing them since the readings would all be practically the same and the work monotonous.

When the final test has been completed, the paper labels having the resistance values marked on them, are pasted on the glass tubes and the finished products packed for shipment.

In measuring the resistances, a definite and constant voltage, provided by a bank of No. 6 Eveready dry cells, is applied to the resistor and the current flowing through it is measured by a sensitive microammeter calibrated to read directly in megohms. These meters are calibrated daily by comparison with a standard. The meter used for the first measurement when the brushing operation is performed is checked every ten minutes by making up twenty complete resistors of different sizes and measuring their values with the final test meter. In this way a check is obtained on the meter, and the factory superintendent also knows exactly what is being turned out so that any troubles become apparent at once.
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Our Interpretation of the
Cotton Super-Heterodyne

Part 1. Here is a Super-Heterodyne that actually performs as you have always expected, an expensively designed Super to work

CONSIDERING the possibilities of the super-heterodyne type circuit, it is surprising to hear so many reports concerning the failure of sets using this system of reception. For the very extreme in long distance work, the super-heterodyne should be superior to all other circuits. Moreover, with the new reduction in the price of both R. C. A. and De Forest tubes, the super has been brought within the resources of many who felt that fifty dollars' worth of tubes put the super-heterodyne out of the question.

The real trouble with this system is not in the system or the circuit itself but in the application of it. Of course, the Ultradyne has been highly successful, but that does not employ the straight super circuit. The Silver-Marshall type has been very popular because of its simplicity and, as previously reported, exceptionally fine work has been done with it. The more elaborate super sets, however, have not generally met the expectations of those who built them. Practically all this can be traced to the design of the super-heterodyne transformers. In other words, the trouble has not been with the circuit but with the manner in which it has been employed.

Dick Cotton, probably the best known practical radio man in New England, who gave us the type 5300 DX receiver a year ago, is responsible for the general design of what is now called the Cotton
super-heterodyne, an eight-tube outfit, built around the transformers manufactured by the Samson Electric Company. The long wave transformers themselves, for which Professor Bowles is chiefly responsible, are made with helical-wound coils. The design of the transformers, together with the advantages of the helical winding method, provide exceptionally high amplification in the intermediate stages, a point where most long wave transformers fall down badly.

There are three special design problems involved in this type of equipment, the first tube should be sufficiently regenerative to provide a maximum response without being critical in operation and should be sufficiently simple in design to reduce the tendency to operate on harmonics; the oscillator must be as free from harmonics as possible, with a correct method of coupling to the receiving circuit so as to take full advantage of the heterodyne effect; the filter and long wave transformers must be designed with a correct balance of tuning sharpness and amplification factor. Perhaps more important than all these points, however, is the accurate matching of the filter and long wave transformers. The Samson types are matched to 1/12 kilo-cycle.

In addition, the mechanical design of the complete set must be right or the best parts and circuit will be unavailing. You will notice that in this set, for example, the grid leads between the transformers are only 1/4-in. long. In fact, there is probably not more than half the number of feet of wire used for connections in this outfit as in most receiving sets.

It is interesting to note that one of the most important factors which makes possible the compactness and neatness of the receiving set is the use of Wirit for connections. With heavy bus bar it would be almost impossible to carry out the wiring as it is done on this set. Wirit, however, is small and light enough so that it can be bent easily into the exact forms necessary, yet it is sufficiently rigid to hold its shape. Moreover, bus bar is rather dangerous to use on equipment of this sort because considerable flexibility is required in order to relieve strains which bus bar would put upon the soldered connections. Those who have had experience with super-heterodynes already know what it means to shoot trouble on an open circuit.

Notes

Special data on the results obtained with this set will be given in the second part. It is sufficient to say at this point that this outfit really does do the things that we all expect of a super-heterodyne. During the Transatlantic tests many super-heterodyne owners were greatly disappointed to find that they were not able to do as well as others who were using the old three-circuit regenerative receiver with a two-stage audio amplifier. The Cotton super-heterodyne, however, in a number of instances, was able to bring in Transatlantic stations in localities where all other receiving sets failed.

In the matter of operation, this outfit is as easy or easier to handle than a one-tube regenerative set. Of the seven controls on the front panel, five are permanently adjusted when the outfit is first put in operation. After that, all the tuning is done with the two Univernier controls on the variable condensers. With any particular loop, the set can be calibrated or logged, making it possible to tune instantly to the wavelength of any transmitter after the settings have been once taken down.

It may seem, at first thought, as if this is a very complicated set to assemble and operate but the design has been worked out so carefully that, if the step-by-step assembly instructions are followed through, there is not a chance of making a single error in the assembly work. Half an hour's operation will show you all you need to know about the operation and, at the same time, that half hour will sell you thoroughly on the advantages of a well designed super set.

In addition to the parts required for the receiver itself, eight UV201-A or DV-2 tubes are required, 90 volts of B battery, a 6-volt A battery, and a 4½-volt C battery, as well as a loud speaker. A collapsible loop, such as the Marion type, is recommended or, for a more attractive appearance, the new self-supporting Carter loop. Both these types have a center tap, as required for this type of circuit. No cabinet is shown in
the accompanying illustrations as that depends upon the individual tastes of the owner.

The storage battery should provide six volts, with a capacity of about 120 ampere-hours. The Everyready type is suitable for this purpose. If you do not want to use a separate charger, the 6-volt Gould Unipower A is very good as it has a built-in Balkite charger and can be left floating on the line so that it will always be fully charged. The B battery can be made up of two No. 770
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...stituted without seriously upsetting the mechanical design and the operation.

In addition to the items mentioned above, we used one open and two double circuit Carter jacks, two 5-megohm and one 0.05-megohm Daven gridleaks with mountings, two 0.001 mfd., one 0.005 mfd., and two 0.0005 mfd. Dubilier Micadons, eight Eby or Marshall-Gerken binding posts, three lengths of No. 7 Mitchell-Rand varnished tubing, one 2-in. Accurateune rheostat dial, one 400-ohm Facent potentiometer, three 20-ohm

Fig. 2. Partly due to the mechanical design which reduces the length of the leads, and partly because of their arrangement, very little wiring can be seen.

Eveready batteries, the large size built for multi-tube sets of this sort. As alternatives, the Balkite B, operating directly from 110 volts A.C. is suggested or the Gould Unipower B of 90 volts. This also has a built-in Balkite charger, making a complete unit.

**Standard** The front panel for this super-

**Parts** heterodyne is 28 ins. long.  

**Required** 7 ins. wide, and 3/16 in. thick, with a base panel 27 ins. long, 7 ins. wide, and 3/16 in. thick. This should be of black or mahogany Formica or Celoron. There are two terminal strips, which can be cut from scrap material, about 3/4 ins. long, 3/4 in. wide, and 3/16 in. thick. The key items on this outfit are the Samson filter and long wave transformers and the coupler, the Benjamin sockets, Chelten Midget condenser, Cardwell condensers, Dubilier by-pass condensers, and Benjamin panel support brackets. Altho it is advisable to use the same parts that are shown throughout, the other items can be sub-Pacent rheostats, Samson 1 to 6 and 1 to 3 audio transformers, a Walbert filament lock switch and two Walbert Universier controls for the variable condensers. In addition to the screws and soldering lugs, two 3/4 in. nicked angle brackets, four coil mounting pillars, and two panel support pillars were required.

**Drilling**  

**The**  

**Panels**  

Because of the space required, drawings are not given here for the layout of the front and tube panels, altho they are shown at full scale in the type 7200 blue prints. Because of the large number of holes required on the base panel, it is advisable to fasten the blue prints firmly to the panel and mark through the centers of the holes with an automatic center punch. This is safer than to take the dimensions for the drawings and then lay them out on the panels. Moreover, it is easy to check up to make sure that each hole has been indicated because the punch marks show on the prints.

Mahogany panels are usually left with
Fig. 3. Left hand half of the set, looking down on the tube panel. The wires are shown as they were in the original set.
Fig. 4. Picture wiring diagram of the right hand half. The numbers refer to the connections as they are described in the assembly instructions.
the polish finish altho they can be made dull by rubbing them lightly with No. 0 sandpaper and oil. Care must be taken in this work or the design of the grain will be sanded off. Black panels, however, are still the most popular, either laid or polished.

Assembly and Wiring

The importance of following the assembly instructions in the order given and the necessity for careful and neat workmanship cannot be stressed too strongly. Altho somewhat complicated in appearance, this set has been designed in such a way that it can be put together without any difficulty but it is imperative, particularly for the novice, to be guided by the step-by-step instructions. Figs. 3 and 4 show the wiring as it was done on the original set. Wherever a number is shown a connection must be made.

1. Mount the eight Benjamin sockets on the base panel. Be sure that the terminals are in the positions shown in the picture wiring diagram. Use ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screws and nuts. Sockets X and Y come over the 1.0 mfd. by-pass condensers. Therefore, it is necessary to countersink the holes for the front mounting screws on these two sockets at the under side of the panel, sufficiently so that the nuts are flush with the surface. The screws must be cut off also in order that they will not interfere with the condensers. Mount the filter and intermediate transformers. The filter is the left hand transformer, looking at the set from the front.

2. Connect 1 to 2. 1 is the G post on the filter and 2 the G post on the adjacent socket. Connect 3 to 4. 3 is the P post on the socket and 4 the P post on the adjacent I. F. transformer. Connect 5, the G post on the I. F. transformer, to 6, the G post on the adjacent socket. Connect 7, the P post on the socket, to 8, the P post on the adjacent I. F. transformer. Connect 9, the G post on the I. F. transformer, to 10, the G post on the adjacent socket. Connect 11, the P post on the socket, to 12, the P post on the adjacent transformer.

3. Mount the two 1.0 mfd. Dubilier by-pass condensers on the under side of the tube panel, using ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screws and nuts. Fasten one of the Daven gridleak mountings on the tube panel just in front of the filter transformer. Use a ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screw and nut.

4. Connect 13 to 14. 13 is the left hand terminal of the gridleak mounting, and 14 the plus terminal on socket X. This wire should be run through a hole in the tube panel and straight down, parallel to the rear edge of the panel, until it comes opposite the hole in the panel through which it goes up to be soldered on the socket terminal. Connect 15 to 16. 15 is the connection on wire 13 to 14, and 16 the plus terminal on the socket. Connect 17 to 18. 17 is a connection made to wire 13 to 14 and 18 a lug on the 1.0 mfd. condenser under socket X. Connect 19, the minus post of the left hand rear socket, to 20, the right hand lug of the right hand 1.0 mfd. condenser. Connect 21, the minus post on the second front socket, from the left to 22, on wire 19 to 20. This must be insulated with MR tubing where it passes over wire 13 to 14. Connect 23, the minus post of the next socket at the rear, to 24, a connection on wire 19 to 20. Connect 25, the minus post on the next socket, to 26, on wire 19 to 20. Connect 27, the minus post of the front socket, on the left to 28, a lug on a ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screw put through the tube panel and held by a nut. Lug 28 is on the under side of the panel. Connect 29, a lug on the upper side of the panel, to 30, the minus terminal of the X socket.

5. Fasten a Daven gridleak mounting, using a ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screw and nut, beside the right hand I. F. transformer.

6. Connect 31, a lug on the gridleak mounting, to 32, the G post on the X socket. Solder one lug of a 0.0005 mfd. Micadon to a lug on the G post of the right hand I. F. transformer, making connection 33 and connect the top lug of the condenser, 34, to 31. Connect 35, on the left hand gridleak mounting, to 36, the G post on the lower left hand socket.

7. Tighten the contacts from the Chelten Midget condenser in the position shown in the picture wiring diagram.
and, with the condenser resting on the tube panel, in the position shown, connect 37, the stator terminal, to 38, the P post on the filter. Connect 37 also to 39, the P post on the socket. This wire must be run close to the upper surface of the tube panel.

8. The loop binding posts are mounted on a Formica strip 3½ ins. long, ¾-in. wide, and 3/16-in. thick. At the extremities are holes for the mounting screws 2½ ins. apart. On the Cardwell condensers you will find two holes, the same distance apart, on the rear end and dial on it also but do not leave these knobs in place as they may become scratched during the assembly work. Mount the oscillator coupler on the front panel using ½-in. 6-32 F.H. screws and nuts. Be sure that the three adjacent terminals at the end of the tube are upward, and put a soldering lug on the left hand screw holding the coupler to the front panel. Put a lug, pointing to the left, under the head of the rear lower bolt holding the rear end plate of the left hand Cardwell Condenser to the connecting rod. This is terminal 105.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 5. By following the step-by-step instructions the wiring can be done as neatly as in this act.

plate. Put ⅛-in. 6-32 R.H. screws through these holes, from the inside out, and turn on to them two coil support pillars. These support the binding post strip. Put three Eby binding posts on the strip, the lower two with lugs pointing to the right, and the upper post with a lug pointing upward. Mount the strip on the coil support pillars with ⅛-in. 6-32 R.H. screws. Put a lug on the upper screw between the strip and the post, and the solder this lug to the lug on the upper binding post so that the connection is made from the post to the end plate of the condenser. This connection is not numbered. Mount this condenser on the left end of the front panel in the position shown. Put the Univenier knob and dial in place temporarily to make sure that it fits snugly. Mount the other variable condenser at the center of the panel and test the knob

Put a lug pointing to the right on the screw holding the fixed plates to the lower insulating strip. This looks like the upper strip in the picture wiring diagram but it is actually on the lower strip. Put a lug on the right hand condenser in a position corresponding to that of terminal 105. This lug should point down, and put a lug on the screw holding the fixed plates to the upper insulating strip to make terminal 103.

9. Fasten the Benjamin support brackets to the front panel using ⅛-in. 6-32 F.H. screws and nuts and to the base panel with ⅛-in. R.H. screws and nuts. In addition, put on the two small angle brackets which hold the two panels together at the center. Use ⅛-in. 6-32 F.H. screws through the front panel and ½-in. 6-32 R.H. screws through the tube panel.

(To be concluded in the April issue)
Some Details of the Popular Vernier Controls

Showing the methods worked out by various manufacturers for meeting the demand for more accurate adjustments on the tuning controls. Here is a range of choice from high and low ratio knobs to the vernier mounted on the condenser itself.

One of the best answers to those who speak disparaging about our efforts to make tuning sharper by reducing losses in tuning circuits is the increased demand for vernier controls. It seems as if our circuits must be more efficient because, unquestionably, they do require more accurate adjustment than was the case two or three years ago.

Fig. 1 illustrates the mechanism employed on the X-Laboratory condenser. This is an excellent mechanical job, not only because the arrangement is very compact and neatly worked out, but because the gears are mounted on adjustable bearings with spring tension to take up all the backlash between the gears. The plates are controlled by the large knob and dial, with a friction arrangement permitting them to turn independently of the vernier gears, or by a small knob at the front working on a shaft passing through the main shaft to the gears at the rear. You will see that a cover is provided to keep out the dust.

In Fig. 2 the same idea is employed in a different way. The Accuratune

National Company, is an interesting mechanical job. The details are given in Fig. 3. There is a gear box of stamped brass fastened by screws to the front of the panel. At the center are two concentric shafts, to one of which the knob is fastened by a set screw, and to the other, a bushing and set screw which goes over the end of a condenser shaft behind the panel. On the front shaft is fastened a small brass disc held firmly against three discs of the same size which run against the inner rim of the gear box. The three discs run on bear-
ings which are fastened to a larger ring. When the shaft is turned, it causes the three discs to rotate and they, operating against the rim of the gear box, make the center ring and bushing revolve.

The stamping shown just below the gear box fits over the mechanism to keep the dust out. When the device is assembled, the dial is fastened in place by screws threaded into the bearings of the three brass discs. Finally, the knob is secured to the center shaft. Therefore, when the knob is turned the dial is rotated slowly, the reduction in this device being approximately 5 to 1.

At the left of Fig. 4 the Phenix Ultravernier is shown, with a view of the rear just below. This is a simple and very attractive dial. The dial is fixed to the front panel by means of two screws. The center of the dial serves as a bearing for the bushing which is secured to the condenser shaft by a set screw and also for the ring which has gear teeth on the inside. At the bottom of the dial is a small knob carrying a gear which works against the teeth in the ring. This gives a reduction of 20 to 1. A special feature of this dial is the arrangement for recording settings for various stations. Because of the silver finish, settings can be noted in pencil and later rubbed off if necessary.

Fig. 5 shows the Univerrier, made by the Walbert Manufacturing Company. Above is a front view of the assembled dial. The dial has a center hole to fit over the condenser shaft and another hole through which the pin on the lower side of the gear disc passes into a hole in the panel. Thus the dial is held in place and the bakelite gear disc is prevented from revolving. When the gear disc is put in place, the bushing at the center is put over the condenser shaft and the pin slipped through the hole in the dial and into the hole in the panel. Then the set screw in the bushing is tightened. The knob is fastened to the shaft, of which the bushing is a part, by a screw at the center, but the knob is not held to the shaft. However, there is a gear at the center of the knob operating the large off-set gear which carries a small gear operating, in turn, another large gear fastened to the shaft, in this way providing a reduction of 12 to 1.
A New Method Molding Bakelite

The Terkelsen press overcomes the limitations of mechanical types by using live pressure applied thru powerful springs.

Among the many machines and devices which have been developed along with the growth of the radio business is the Terkelsen spring press for molding articles from Bakelite and composition. This machine is of particular interest to radio concerns who are preparing to manufacture their equipment entirely in their own plants for, while the familiar hydraulic presses require an elaborate installation of pumps and accumulators arranged with a complicated system of piping and valves, the spring press is a self-contained unit which can be set up anywhere in the factory.

The idea of the mechanical molding press is not new. Other types have been designed in the past, but they have not been successful because they did not provide for continuous or follow-up pressure, such as is obtained in the hydraulic press. The secret of the Terkelsen type lies in the use of four powerful springs enclosed in the cylinders at the top of the machine. By applying the pressure thru the springs, the live pressure can be maintained during the curing process.

When used as a semi-automatic press, it can be handled by a woman operator. The molds can be of closed, semi-closed, or open design, filled with powder, brickettes, or plastic material. To operate the press, the operator grasps the curved safety release lever on the right, and the straight starting lever on the left. This throws in the motor on the base, normally running without load, and the horizontal arm on the toggle moves the upper die block downward, first quickly and then slowly for the last 3/4-in.

An automatic regulator throws out the clutch when the correct pressure is attained, allowing the motor to run free again. The springs then maintain the correct pressure, which can be set for one to fifty tons. Heat for curing is applied to the dies by steam or electricity. To release the press, the safety lever is again thrown out, and the starting lever opened. Thereupon the springs are let out, the upper die block raised, automatically lifting the extractor bar, the work is ejected, and the press stopped again at the full-open position. Touching a lever on the die block drops the extractor bar in place, and the molds are ready for reloading.

When used as a plain press, with hand operated molds, the machine can be run without delay in changing from one to another. Men are required for this work, however, as the weight of the molds is too great for women to handle.

Quite a number of radio manufacturers are now equipped with Terkelsen presses, and this fall many more will be turning out their own molded parts.

Except for the source of heat, this press is a complete unit, carrying the motor on the base.
EDITORIAL

On the wonderful thing about radio is its everlasting newness. If it isn't a new circuit or a new instrument, it's a new argument. Even condensers come in for their share. The polish may have worn off the low-loss types, but now everyone is brightening up his wits to argue for or against their use in radio circuits.

Here at Radio Engineering we are firm believers in "Truth in Advertising," but, if exaggeration is on the forward side, we don't feel so much opposed to it. To illustrate: We notified the manufacturer of a complete receiving set that we could not continue to carry their advertising because we considered the advertising misleading, inasmuch as it was referred to as a "one dial set" when it is tuned by a knob and dial and a small knob, just as if a Neutrodyne had two of its condensers on a single shaft, controlled by a knob and dial, and the third condenser regulated by a small knob. The manufacturers described it specifically as a single control set, which this is not.

On the other hand, a tendency to exaggerate the advantages of low-loss condensers can be over-looked for there only a matter of degree is involved. Low-loss condensers will increase the signal strength and sharpness of tuning if they are used to replace types in which fairly large losses are present. At all events, every loss eliminated, even a small one, is a step ahead. Moreover, most men didn't think seriously about losses in inductances until condensers came into such prominence.

In this connection, we wonder if it was a coincidence that an excellent article was published on this subject, pointing out the far greater importance of reducing losses in coils, in a current magazine which carried a picture of a spider web coil on the cover. The spider web coil, as has been pointed out previously, is much less efficient than a single-layer coil on a tube. We don't mind if other publications copy our picture wiring diagram method of showing connections for, in publishing magazines as well as any other kind of business, the best man is the one who thinks fastest, but we can't help wishing that magazines would be more consistent in technical matters.

Still, one should not be too critical of what is found in radio magazines. No matter how sincere or how careful a man may be, with the diversified opinions, the conflicting points of approach, and the wide range of individual and special subjects covered in this business, it is impossible to take exception to almost anything. In fact, it sometimes seems dangerous to think too hard about one thing for fear of forgetting something else, as indicated by a recent account of the high efficiency of mechanical rectifiers or charging storage batteries. The story was splendid as far as it went, but the writer considered only the electrical efficiency, forgetting mechanical limitations of this type which, in the opinion of many, offset the electrical advantages over tube and chemical rectifiers.

Thus the job of writing about radio is a matter of blundering along, which invites censure; pursuing personal convictions, creating controversy; being non-committal about everything, which is not constructive; or keeping to the things that are surely right and avoiding those that may not be, the fairest course to all concerned.

Unfortunately, the only way to be entirely safe from criticism is to write nothing, but then we would have no magazines.

M. B. Sleeper, Editor.
The Phenix Ultradyne

A modification of the Super-Heterodyne circuit which, because of its range and sharpness, has been very popular among set builders.

The theory of the original design for the Ultradyne circuit has been described in detail previously but there are a number of new features about the Model L2 which make the new type much improved both as to operation and appearance.

You will notice from the front view that the variable condensers are equipped with the Ultravermier controls, providing not only close settings for the condensers but an arrangement for logging various stations on the dials. On the upper half of the dials are three rings with corresponding indicators on the pointer. Therefore, even the stations are very near together, they can be marked by using different rings. Still a forth section will be found on the lower half of the dial. The silver finish is just rough enough to take pencil markings readily, and the finish permanent enough so that the markings can be erased.

In place of the large and rather awkward coils with which these sets were previously equipped, spiderweb inductances are now provided. There are three units, the antenna coupling coil, oscillator coil, and variable coupling coil. The secondary of the antenna coupling coil is automatically connected to the grid of the first tube when the loop plug is removed. The primary of this unit goes to the antenna and ground binding posts. When the antenna plug is inserted, the secondary is disconnected and the loop cut in its place. This is a decided advantage particularly for long distance reception. The tuning is just as sharp when the antenna and ground are used as with the loop.

It was found that the efficiency of the Ultradyne could be increased by using adjustable coupling for the oscillator unit. This is also of spiderweb design arranged for 45-degree angle mounting. To prevent hand capacity effects, the coils are shielded with a circular disc, grounded to the filament circuit. Two other spiderweb coils make up the oscillator inductance.

The regular Ultradyne kit contains three inductance units just described, a filter type Ultraformer, three intermediate Ultraformers, and four matched fixed condensers. In addition to these items there are required two 0.0005 mfd. Hammarlund variable condensers, two Ultravermier knobs and dials, coupler and potentiometer knobs, eight Na-Ald vacuum tube sockets, a Pacent potentiometer, eight 1A Amperites, two double-circuit jacks, double-circuit and single-circuit filament control jacks, Cutler-Hammer filament switch, two Thordarson amplifying transformers, a variable gridleak, seven binding posts, a 0.0005
mfd. grid condenser with grid-leak mounting, two 0.001 mfd. condensers and one 0.005 mfd. condenser. These are in addition to the four condensers furnished with the kit. These condensers are of the special Dubilier type which are tested for exact and constant capacity. The front panel measures 7 by 30 by 3/16-in. and the baseboard, 7 by 30 by 3/4-in.

The schematic wiring diagram in Fig. 2 shows the connections except for the audio frequency amplifier which, for lack of space, was omitted. It is of the usual design, equipped with filament control jacks.

Fig. 3. By fitting the parts together carefully a compact arrangement is achieved without introducing objectionable coupling effects. Moreover, the Ultraformers, which are of air-core design, are mounted at right angles to each other. Each Ultraformer is tuned with a special type of Micadon.
Diagram for Radio Engineering Number 3.
Data Sheet No. 6

41. PACENT IMPROVED AUDIOFORMER NO. 26: This audio transformer has a ratio of 3½ to 1 and may be used in either the first or second stage of audio amplification. It is designed to give a high degree of amplification over the entire audio frequency range. Both soldering lugs and binding posts are provided for connection, and are located near the bottom, so that the wiring is kept close to the backboard of the set. The case is of brass with a satin nickel finish, and is grounded to the core.

42. TRI-JACK: The Tri-Jack can be used either as a single or double circuit jack. The springs, entirely enclosed in the bakelite case, are connected to the four terminals at the rear. Its very small size makes it convenient in many sets where very little space is available. One hole ½ in. diameter is required for mounting.

43. CARTER IMP BATTERY SWITCH: This A battery snap switch is extremely small, and mounts in a 7/16 in. hole drilled in the panel. A silvered name plate and pointer are provided to show when the battery is on or off. Two nickeled binding posts are provided at the rear for connection.

44. TELOMEG GRIDLEAK: This gridleak is of the cartridge type, and fits in standard sized gridleak mountings. The resistance element is enclosed in a bakelite case fitted with two cone-shaped nickeled brass end pieces. Two soldering lugs are also provided for connection. It is made in various resistances.

45. DAVEN FIXED CONDENSER MOUNTING NO. 52: This mounting is made to take the standard size fixed mica condensers. The base is of bakelite, ribbed for strength. The two spring clips which hold the condenser are of nickeled brass. It can be mounted with a screw passing through the center mounting hole.

46. DAVEN RESISTANCE MOUNTING NO. 50: The mounting is designed to take tubular resistance units of standard length. The spring clips are bent over on the bakelite base to prevent them from turning around. A mounting hole is provided at the center.

47. F11.KOSTAT: This rheostat can be adjusted to any resistance from 0 to 30 ohms by turning the knob. This feature, and the fact that it gives very fine vernier control, makes it suitable for all types of tubes. The resistance element consists of a very finely divided metallic powder, and the construction is such that the rheostat is absolutely non-microphonic. Faiinestock spring clips are furnished for connection. The rheostat can be obtained either plain or with a battery switch which mounts on the front panel as shown in the drawing.

48. D.E. JUR. RHEOSTAT: The drawing shows the main dimensions of this rheostat. It is constructed of bakelite throughout and has two terminals at the rear. Either one hole mounting or screw mounting can be used. For the former a ½ in. hole must be drilled in the panel. The contract arm is of unique design, giving a very smooth movement. The knob has both an index mark and a direction arrow engraved on it for the convenience of the operator.

49. MARCO NEUTRALIZING CONDENSER: This is a very efficient and useful variable condenser of low capacity. It has two stationary and two moveable semi-circular plates of nickeled brass. Binding posts are provided for connection. The entire unit is mounted on a Formica strip, and mounting is accomplished by drilling a 5/16 in. hole in the panel.

50. DAVEN RESISTO-COUPLED NO. 41: This unit is almost indispensable in resistance-coupled amplifiers as it holds the two resistors and fixed condenser necessary for each stage so compactly. The connection between the G terminal and one condenser clip and that between the P terminal and the other clip is already made by brass strips under the bakelite base.
The Radio Corporation, apparently, has no monopoly on patent suits. The Patent Electric Company is taking action against a number of concerns who are manufacturing telephone plugs. Also, the Central Radio Laboratories have brought suit against an alleged infringer of their patents on the design of rheostats and potentiometers. The Carter Radio Company, by the way, has been granted a license by the Central Radio Laboratories.

Ansonia, Conn., has been chosen for the site of a new plant for the manufacture of the Mohawk One-Dial set. The Mohawk Electric Corporation is a Chicago concern. They have announced that, in the new plant, five hundred sets a day will be produced. The capitalization of the company has been increased from $100,000 to $300,000.

A very interesting circular is being distributed by the Stanley Manufacturing Company of Dayton, Ohio, describing their name plates. Two kinds of labels are manufactured by this concern, one employing very thin metal which can be fastened with tacks or rivets. All kinds of designs, some in color, are embossed on these name plates. The gummed types look like regular metal labels and hold fast on bakelite or hard rubber as well as wood or glass.

Quite a number of radio concerns are using the Meg Ohmmeter, manufactured by James G. Biddle of Philadelphia, Pa., for testing the insulation of condensers and transformers and the resistance of grid leaks. The ohmmeter is direct reading from a pointer and scale. A very important feature is that, if the testing terminals are shortened, as when a short circuited condenser is being tested, the meter is in no way injured.

The Adler-Royal Company have just got into production on a new loud speaker of the cabinet type. Built by a phonograph and musical instrument manufacturer, it has several features which contribute to the exceptional quality of the tone and prevents overloading or ravelling under heavy load. The cabinet itself is a very handsome affair.

Everybody is wondering what is inside the case of the Bosch Nobattery. This is a B battery substitute for either alternating or direct current. The instrument is very simple and attractive and the price reasonably low.

The most complete data on superheterodyne sets of various types and designs is given in McMurdo Silver's book entitled "The Portable Super-Heterodyne." This book is published by Silver-Marshall, Inc., South Wabash Avenue, Chicago. Fourteen photographs, two panel patterns, and five diagrams are used to illustrate the data given.
Manufacturers and Designers

Reference Data on

TRANSFORMERS

The data presented have been carefully compiled with the assistance of the manufacturers represented. By removing these pages from the magazine you will have a complete reference file on audio, radio, and super-heterodyne transformers. Next month this section will be devoted to rheostats, potentiometers, and resistances.

Erla Transformer advantages are impossible without Erla costly construction, unmatched in the industry. Because Erla sells so many more transformers they do not cost you any more.

Erla

TRANSFORMERS

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, CHICAGO
ONE OF THE BEST!

You include audio amplification in your radio set because you want volume to operate your loudspeaker.

Any audio transformer will give you volume, but only a few will give the purity of tone combined with volume that makes radio what you want it to be. AmerTran is one of them.

Buy them by pair!

AmerTran is made in two sizes, one quality.
- Type A.F. 6 - ratio 5:1 and Type A.F. 7 ratio 3:1. Price, either model, $7.00, at your dealer's.

Send for leaflet giving useful amplifier information.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
Newark, New Jersey

THE ADVANCE

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

volume - clarity

The Advance Audio Frequency Transformer is an improvement both in design and performance. It is a highly efficient instrument, expertly constructed of the best materials obtainable. In performance it secures a very maximum of volume coupled with a clarity and natural reproduction that is a revelation.

$4.00

List Price

DEALERS

Write for details of the Advance Merchandising plan, and discounts on Advance Guaranteed Products.

Circulars Sent Upon Request

ADVANCE RADIO MFG. CO.,
1420 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

ADVANCE
HEAD SETS $3 LOUD SPEAKERS $10
They say-

1. "Greater clarity and volume. Amplification is always at a maximum in each stage for any wave-length. Three stages audio frequency amplification."

   Zenith amplifies with Thordarsons!

2. "The Kennedy tone quality is superb; full-rounded, musically pure reproduction of any program within a good long range. No hollow tones or distortion. For the Kennedy is a musical instrument. A musician will enjoy its purity of tone."

   Kennedy amplifies with Thordarsons!

3. "To hear the real voice of the nation talk and cheer—you want volume...Volume that fills your room...Distant stations can be tuned in with remarkable clarity and volume."

   Murdock amplifies with Thordarsons!

4. "It assures the finest tone and high selectivity with increased volume and distance. It brings to the home...a reproduction of music really comparable to the original. In volume the Derensadyne will give anything from a mute tone to a volume that fills a large hall."

   Derensadyne amplifies with Thordarsons!

Superiority Proved!

Note the emphasis placed upon tone quality in the advertising of the finest sets—those sets that have Thordarson amplification. People want radios that are musical instruments. Leading makers are responding with sets embodying the best audio amplification. That is why more Thordarsons than all competitive transformers combined are now used in high grade radios.

Is your present set disappointing? Buy a Thordarson-equipped set—or replace your audio frequency transformers with a pair of Thor- darsons—or follow the lead of the leaders and build with Thor- darsons. You will be delighted with the extra volume they deliver over the entire musical range. All stores can now supply Thordarsons. If your dealer is sold out, you may order from us by mentioning his name. Interesting bulletins sent free. Write.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS
Chicago, U.S.A.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

THORDARSON Super AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Standard on the majority of quality sets

Types and Prices: Thordarson "Super" Audio Frequency Transformers are now to be had in three ranges: 2, 1, 3; 3½, 1, 5; 4; 6, 1, 4, 10. Thordarson Power Amplifying Transformers are $12.50 a pair. Thordarson Interstage Power Amplifying Transformer, $2. Write for latest hook-up bulletin—free.
Volume and Clarity with Kellogg Transformers

A Radio Frequency Transformer suitable for all sets with which tuned radio frequency is desired. Also used for one stage of radio frequency amplification ahead of regenerative sets to prevent re-radiation.

This transformer makes the construction of a radio frequency set an easy matter, assuring best possible reception with widely varying types of circuits, including reflex.

No. 602 Radio Frequency Transformer at your dealers for $2.35 each.

Kellogg Audio Frequency Transformers are the "stepping stones" of modern amplification.

Clear, accurate reproduction assured over the entire range of the musical scale.

Plainly marked, accessible terminals.

It is acclaimed by test to be the best.

No. 501 Audio Frequency Transformer Ratio 4½ to 1—
No. 502 Audio Frequency Transformer Ratio 3 to 1—
$4.50 each

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.
1066 WEST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

Study this chart

The flawlessly clear tones and the lack of distortion that distinguish the Pacent Improved Audiformer are explained by this fact:

It gives uniform high amplification over the entire musical range—vocal or instrumental.

No distorted peaks.

All the better class dealers carry the Pacent Improved Audiformer.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
91 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Washington Minneapolis Boston San Francisco
Chicago Birmingham Philadelphia St. Louis
Buffalo Jacksonville Detroit

Canadian Licenses:

Pacent
RADIO ESSENTIALS

DON'T IMPROVISE — PACENTIZE
The Summit Toroidal Radio Frequency Transformer

Used in exactly the same manner as the open radio frequency coils—they are self balanced and self neutralized. They have no stray fields or leakages, nor can they feed back, thus assuring the radio set builder of correct operation without howling or squealing.

One builder using these Transformers in the SUMMIT circuit received 54 stations in two nights traveling West to Denver and South to Mexico City. This circuit with instructions for building enclosed with each set of Transformers.

List Price (Set of 3-mated Units) $10.00

Distributors and Jobbers Wanted

SUMMIT RADIO MFG. CO., Inc.
481 Broad Street
Dept. 46
Newark, N. J.

Pat. applied for.

The Latest Achievement in Audio Amplification

Discriminating radio listeners—this instrument has been designed for you. It is an achievement of which the designing engineers are justly proud; it is an instrument which merits the admiration of trained radio ears.

High and low notes are amplified evenly over the whole audio range so that instrumental or vocal tones are reproduced individually or in combination with a naturalness which delights the most critical radio listener.

Seldom is more than one transformer necessary to operate a loud speaker with good volume.

If you want the best there is in transformer design, the type 285 should be your choice.

Ask for them by Name
At all Reliable Radio Dealers.

General Radio Co.
Cambridge, Mass.
## Specifications for Audio, Radio and Super Transformers

**Note:** Dimensions are given in the order: Height, Width, Thickness. Tuning of radio frequency and super-heterodyne transformers is indicated as Self, V. C., or F. C., indicating Self-tuned, Variable Condenser, or Fixed Condenser.

### AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Overall size</th>
<th>Mounting</th>
<th>Terminal</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>List price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acme Apparatus Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Front side</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-American Radio Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td>Metal case</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrus, F. A. D., Inc.</td>
<td>3(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td>Metal case</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Tel. &amp; Tel. Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Research Labs.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Mils Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Radio Co.</td>
<td>3(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson Elec. Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. W. Jones</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karas Electric Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 3(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg Sw'b'd &amp; Supply Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin-Copeland Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 3(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Trans. Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Coil Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Electric Co.</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4}) x 2(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>E.C.</td>
<td>M.C.</td>
<td>E.C.</td>
<td>M.C.</td>
<td>E.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE TAG**

The Tag That Will Make History

A Revolutionary Idea

The tag represents a revolutionary idea made possible for the first time by S-M advanced engineering methods. SILVER-MARSHALL, the first to produce long-wave transformers, now introduce a tag that will make history. The tag tells the story of how individual amplification curves could be supplied, on a tag, with each instrument. SILVER-MARSHALL were the first to supply you with a tag that, when used with two-TEN or two-ELEVEN transformers, will give you the complete picture of how your super were scientifically matched—showing you where they peak, what band they will pass, and what amplification can be expected of them in any circuit.

**TWO-TEN AND TWO-ELEVEN LONG-WAVE TRANSFORMERS**

S-M Transformers are supplied in sets of two or three two-TEN (twin-core inter-stage), and one two-ELEVEN (filter for input or output), with identical peaks and separate curves. Each curve is plotted on our laboratory and recorded directly on the tag tied to the transformer. Both peak at 5000 meters and pass an 11 kilocycle sidestream without distortion. Price of either type is $6.00.

**Silver-Marshall Inc**

110 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
KARAS Harmonik Transformers

Really Do

What all audio transformers are advertised to do:

That is to amplify low, medium and high audio frequencies to the same degree—and thus eliminate distortion.

The full, rich, natural musical quality of radio reception amplified by Karas Harmonik Audio Frequency Transformers is the result of radical improvements in transformer design, accomplished by Karas engineers.

There are seven distinct, scientific reasons why Karas Harmoniks deliver such a surprising volume of natural musical sounds. Here they are:

1. High Inductance—Due to the many thousands of turns of wire used.
2. Large Iron Core—Offering an easy path for the lines of magnetic force to influence the secondary windings.
3. Very High Impedance—Able to accommodate ALL impedances of all amplifier tubes—at all frequencies.
4. Controlled Air Gap—Insuring high amplification of the low frequency, volume carrying fundamental harmonics. One reason why Karas Harmoniks give greater amplification with low ratio than cheap transformers do with high ratio.
5. Low Hysteresis Loss—Which increases volume by utilizing all the energy for amplification.
6. Scientific Circular Shielding.—Which prevents howling due to electro-magnetic or electro-static coupling, however close together the two transformers may be placed.
7. Perfectly matched in all factors, which insures uniform values of amplification in the two stages.

However good your present quality of reception may seem, the change to Karas Harmoniks will improve it tremendously. You have a treat in store for you when you hear your speaker pour forth a wealth of more beautiful music than you ever heard from a radio before.

Get a pair of Karas Harmoniks TODAY! Price $7.00 each.

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.
4040 No. Rockwell St., Chicago
Nationalize

Your radio receiving. Bring in DX stations clear and strong. Get your hook-ups in tune with the last word in progress. Do what the best minds in radio are doing. Use

National Radio Transformers

The Dreadnaught The transformer for unusual criticism. Amplifiers perfectly over the whole scale without distortion. A bigger and better transformer in every way. Finished in battleship gray.

The National Giving satisfaction to thousands of sets. Leading manufacturers of high-class radio equipment are using this model in their sets. Small in size, great in efficiency.

The U-Type Stripped of the case, the national U-Type Transformer is built for service. Construction the same as the Dreadnaught, with the needful extra weight in the core. Fine for operating under panels and in enclosed sets.


National Transformers are Fully Guaranteed. Write for full information.

National Transformer Mfg. Co.,
Manufacturers of Transformers of all types
Dept. K, 154 Whiting St., Chicago

As Keen As a Knife

When tuning in with a Stasco Vernier Dial you are sure to get hair-splitting adjustment. The 100 to 1 ratio increases your tuning efficiency 100 per cent. The Stasco Vernier Dial cuts through locals like a "knife." Distant stations come in easily, quickly, clear and loud. It is the biggest advance yet made in tuning efficiency. If you want the best there is in Vernier Dials, ask your dealer for "Stasco." It is guaranteed. Same dial without vernier $1.10.

Sheffield Trimming & Stamping Corp.,
211 Centre St. New York City, N. Y.
Also Manufacturers of Potentiometers, Grid-Leak, Mountings, Battery Chips, Rheostats, Beads, etc.
Samson Super-Kit

Another Radio Achievement

KIT INCLUDES

3 Samson Long Wave Transformers
5000 meter wave length

1 Samson Filter Transformer
for this wave length

1 Samson Oscillator Coupler

Also full information on how to Build This Set

All Samson Transformers are made with the FAMOUS HELICAL WINDINGS

Remember that "Samson" stands for 42 years of leadership in the manufacturing of electrical specialties. Other Radio Samson Products:

- SAMSON AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
- SAMSON PUSH-PULL TRANSFORMERS

Write for Proof of Samson Superiority

SAMSON ELECTRIC CO., Canton, Mass.

Manufacturers since 1882
Radio Music for the Critical

A transformer which can be fully appreciated only by the designing engineer — combining as it does an extremely high primary inductance with such low internal capacitance of the secondary winding that a 3 to 1 ratio sacrifices nothing. Together with the elimination of the usual short-circuiting turn formed by the case, these features at once make Rauland-Lyric the outstanding development among fine audio transformers of all time.

Rauland-Lyric is a laboratory grade audio transformer designed especially for music lovers. The price is nine dollars. Descriptive circular with specification curve will be mailed on request. All-American Radio Corporation. 2682 Cynes St., Chicago.

One half actual size

An Engineering Achievement

"HEGEHOG" audio transformers produced on new quality and efficiency with unprecedented economy. It meets in half the space required by standard type transformers and weighs but 5 lbs., thus making it especially ideal for mobile and portable sets. It's new departure design (200 g. self sustained) makes possible the shortest transformer core pitch of any audio transformer manufactured. This results in order-of-magnitude efficiency, i.e. ratio of input to output.

Winding are high wound (No. 32 copper wire) on hard primary and secondary wound assemblies impressed against moisture, etc. The core is of fine gauge pure German iron wire, turned and lapped entirely around the coil, which design prevents eddy currents and hysteresis losses, to an unusual degree, consistently eliminating distortion and reducing inductance reactance. It is enamelled in reproduction. It weighs anywhere.

Table 1 to 3, 1 to 4, 1 to 5, 1 to 6, 1 to 8, 1 to 10, 1 to 15, 1 to 20, 1 to 30, 1 to 60, 1 to 80, 1 to 100, 1 to 200, 1 to 300, 1 to 400, 1 to 500, 1 to 600, 1 to 800, 1 to 1000, 1 to 2000, 1 to 5000, 1 to 10000, 1 to 20000, 1 to 50000, 1 to 100000, 1 to 200000, 1 to 500000, 1 to 1000000, 1 to 2000000, 1 to 5000000, 1 to 10000000, 1 to 20000000, 1 to 50000000, 1 to 100000000, 1 to 200000000, 1 to 500000000, 1 to 1000000000, 1 to 2000000000, 1 to 5000000000, 1 to 10000000000, 1 to 20000000000, 1 to 50000000000, 1 to 100000000000, 1 to 200000000000, 1 to 500000000000, 1 to 1000000000000, 1 to 2000000000000, 1 to 5000000000000, 1 to 10000000000000, 1 to 20000000000000, 1 to 50000000000000, 1 to 100000000000000, 1 to 200000000000000, 1 to 500000000000000, 1 to 1000000000000000, 1 to 2000000000000000, 1 to 5000000000000000, 1 to 10000000000000000, 1 to 20000000000000000, 1 to 50000000000000000, 1 to 100000000000000000, 1 to 200000000000000000.  

Bulletin No. 34, describes entire line of PREMIER Quality Parts upon request.

PREMIER ELECTRIC COMPANY
224 East Madison Avenue, Chicago

PREMIER
Quality Radio Parts

Dongan
Audio Transformer

Choice of
35 Set Manufacturers

Receiver performance reaches its ultimate through Dongan Audio Transformers, designed and built in the big Dongan plant devoted exclusively to the manufacture of electrical devices for 15 years.

Fits all Hook-ups. Ratio 3:1 to 1, 8 to 1
Special panel Voltmeters for Set Manufacturers
B Battery Eliminator manufacturers send for quotations on special transformers.
Individual Set builders ask our engineering department for facts.
Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co.
2995 Franklin St.       Detroit, Mich.
Transformers of Merit for 15 years.
At a recent test, made in the heart of New York City, broadcasters in Chicago, Atlanta and Canada were brought in on the RASLA Circuit for Three Tubes in the early evening. All the locals were going. Receiving conditions were not favorable. And yet all stations were heard with a loud speaker!

Doesn't that convince you about RASLA leadership? Surely, you, too, would like to duplicate such results. You can do it with the RASLA Circuit for Three Tubes.

The RASLA Circuit for Three Tubes incorporates tuned radio frequency. And it is easy to build.

Go to your dealer today and ask for full size layout diagrams of the various RASLA circuits FREE. If he cannot supply you write us.

DAVIDSON RADIO CORP.  
222 Fulton St. N.Y.C.
Pure, clear tones from your speaker, must start with your transformers

You want more than noise from your loud speaker.
You want pure tones, clear, mellow reproduction.
But no speaker can be better than your A.F. transformers.
And any speaker will be improved when you use transformers that are designed for loud speaker use!
Transformers that produce the greatest possible amount of amplification unfortunately also introduce imperfections in the tone. And the speaker magnifies such imperfections.

Fortunately, however, when the tone is clear, you don’t need anywhere near so much volume of sound.

In designing MAR-CO transformers, an amplification ratio has been used, which provides the most volume that is consistent with absolute purity of tone. And, of course, they are built, like all other MAR-CO parts, with the famed MAR-CO precision that stops leaks and conserves radio energy!

So, now, those who value tone purity highly, will use two and sometimes three stages of MAR-CO amplification this Fall, and replace squeals with music!

MARTIN-COPELAND COMPANY.
Providence, R. I.

**RATIO**

$3\frac{1}{2} : 1$

**PRICE**

$5.00$

MAR-CO TRANSFORMERS
How to Assemble the Erla Superflex Receiver

In this set maximum amplification is obtained from the three tubes by means of the duo-reflex principle.

Now that the question of the cost of set upkeep and operation is being considered seriously by radio engineers, the reflex type of receiver is coming more and more into its own. The Erla Superflex set, shown in the accompanying illustrations, employs the principle of duo-reflex amplification to obtain maximum results from the three tubes and crystal detector. Two controls are used for tuning. It provides two stages of tuned radio frequency, detector, and two stages of audio frequency amplification. A single circuit antenna coil, called a Selectoformer, having two antenna taps, is tuned by a 21-plate variable condenser. The two interstage radio frequency transformers are of a special type developed for reflex work. Fig. 3 shows a schematic wiring diagram of the circuit. The first A. F. transformer has a 1 to 3 ratio, and that of the second is 1 to 3½.

The Erla schematic wiring diagram shows that each tube is controlled by a separate rheostat. A phone jack is provided for plugging in on the first A. F. stage and one is also used in the last step. The primary of the first A. F. transformer is shunted by a .001 mfd. by-pass condenser, and the secondary by one of .00025 mfd. capacity. This latter value is critical and it is always well to try values of capacity smaller than this to find what gives best results. The set...
performs best with an aerial from 100 to 125 feet long, although in locations near powerful broadcasting stations it may be necessary to cut the aerial down to about 75 ft. on account of interference. It can be operated on an indoor antenna, with slightly less volume.

**Design**  
A front panel measuring 7 by 18 ins., 3/16 in. thick, carries the three rheostats, two variable condensers, and bezels for observing the brilliancy of the tubes. On the right are the two jacks and toggle type filament switch. The two condensers are provided with silvered dials. The transformers and sockets are supported at the rear on a wooden base panel 7½ by 17½ ins. Special angle supports are used to connect the fixed condensers to the A. F. transformer. The aerial and battery binding posts are supported on composition strips elevated from the baseboard by small pillars. The set can be assembled entirely without soldering by means of the tee connectors for butt joints and the ball connectors used for fastening the bus bar to the jack springs.

**Parts Required for the Set**  
The parts contained in the kit are: One panel 7 by 18 ins., 3/16 in. thick, one wooden baseboard, a 21-plate Erla variable condenser and dial, one 11-plate condenser and dial, three rheostats and knobs, three bezels, one Connecticut toggle switch, one Premier double circuit jack, one Premier open circuit jack, an Erla Selectoformer type A, one Duo-Reflex, one Reflex and one R. F. transformer, one 1 to 5 A. F. transformer, one 1 to 3½ A. F. transformer, three sockets, one .001 mfd., one .002 mfd., and one .00025 fixed condenser, six binding posts and two mounting strips, together with the bus bar, screws, nuts, solderless connectors, and angle mountings.

**Assembly and Wiring**  
Fig. 3 shows a picture wiring diagram of the set, in which the connections have been drawn exactly as they were arranged in the original receiver. The diagram is drawn looking down on the set. Connections were made by loops in the ends of the wires. A pair of Rance pliers are very handy for this work.

Butt joints in the wires, shown by heavy dots, were made with the “tee” connectors. The set may also be assembled with soldered connections, in which case lugs must be put on the terminals of the various instruments. Use either Kester or Belden rosin core solder, or plain soft solder with Nokorode paste put on very sparingly. Have the iron thoroughly clean and hot enough to make the solder flow freely. When soldering wires to the lugs on the R. F. transformer and crystal detector terminals, do not keep the iron on long enough to heat them excessively, as the instruments will be damaged.

1. Turn the wooden baseboard so that the small locating holes, punched in it, face upward. Mount the selectoformer on the left, as shown in the picture wiring diagram, with the small R. H. wood screws provided. Keep the terminals in the position shown. Next mount the Reflex 2 and Reflex 1 transformers in the same way. Mount the three sockets with their terminals as shown. Fasten one of the angle mounts to the G terminal of the Reflex 1 transformer. Fasten the crystal detector to this mounting with one of the short machine screws and nuts. Fasten the Ant and Grid binding post strip to the baseboard temporarily.

2. Form wire 1 to 2 from the G binding post hole to the GR terminal of the Selectoformer. Also form wire 3 to 4, from the ANT binding post hole to the top or AN terminal. Now fasten these wires under the heads of the binding post screws and tighten up the nuts. Mount the terminal strip on the baseboard with wood screws slipped thru the two composition pillars. Connect 2 and 4 to the Selectoformer terminals. Connect 5, the P terminal of the left hand socket, to 6. Connect 7, the P terminal of the middle socket, to 8.

3. Mount the two A. F. transformers on the baseboard with the short R. H. wood screws. Keep the terminals in the positions shown. Unscrew the collar nuts on the three rheostats and fasten them on the front panel, keeping the terminals toward the lower edge. Insert the three bezels and screws in the holes provided for them. Mount the filament...
Fig. 3. Picture wiring diagram of the Erla set, drawn looking down on the tube panel.
switch on the right with the F. H. screws and nuts provided. Directly above it, mount the four-spring jack with its frame toward the right. Mount the two-spring jack in the same manner directly above the other. Fasten the 21-plate condenser in place on the left with the collar nut provided. Mount the 11-plate condenser in the same way.

4. Place the front panel and baseboard in the relative positions they will occupy when fastened together and form a piece of bus wire for connection 9 to 10. Nine is the right hand terminal of the right hand rheostat. Take a full-length piece of bus wire and shape it for connection 11 to 12. Eleven is the rotor or lower center terminal of the 21 plate condenser. Wire 11 to 12 should be about 3/4-in. above the baseboard. Now fasten wires 13 to 14, and 15 to 16 from the right hand terminals of the remaining two rheostats. Also form wire 17 to 18 and fasten it to wire 11 to 12 at 17. Make up wire 19 to 20, 21 to 22, and 23 to 24, from the left hand terminals of the rheostats to the sockets. They should be about 3/4-in. above the baseboard. Fasten these wires at the rheostat terminals. Connect 9 to 25, the lower terminal of the filament switch.

5. Fasten the front panel to the baseboard with the four F. H. wood screws provided, making sure that the lower edge of the panel is flush with the under face of the baseboard, and that the baseboard is centered with the panel.

6. Make connections 18, 14, 16, 12, and 20 permanently. Connect 26, the left hand terminal of the 21-plate condenser, to 27, and 28.

7. Fasten the long binding post strip to the rear right hand side of the baseboard temporarily. Form wire 29 to 30. Twenty-nine is the top or B terminal of Reflex 2 transformer. Form wire 30 to 31. Thirty-one is the right hand tab of the upper jack. The jacks have been broken and shifted slightly in the picture wiring diagram to show the connections clearly. Form wire 32 to 33. Thirty-two is the A—binding post hole,
Let your next tube purchase be De Forest

Prove for yourself how De Forest Tubes can improve the working of your set

HOW clearly and faithfully De Forest Tubes amplify and transmit to your loud speaker what is broadcast—free from ordinary tube noises that distort the original sound waves! They reproduce the soft, delicate sounds as perfectly as the most powerful—giving them to you just as you should hear them.

This priceless characteristic is common to all De Forest Tubes. Thousands of users now get greater enjoyment from radio because of the marvelously accurate reproduction which De Forest Tubes make possible.

De Forest Tubes have always been leaders in their field. The original 3-electrode vacuum tube was a De Forest. That tube was the father of all tubes in use today.

Try De Forest Tubes in your set. Use them in laboratory work. They will serve you long and efficiently both as detectors and amplifiers. De Forest Tubes are sturdily constructed to withstand current overloads. They use little current and can be employed in standard circuits. Sold by DeForest agents.

Price now $3.00

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY
Jersey City, N. J.

DE FOREST TUBES
and 33 is the upper terminal of the filament switch. This wire runs close to the baseboard. Form wire 34 to 35. Thirty-four is the A+ binding post hole and 35 is the + terminal of the left hand socket. See that this wire clears the A. F. transformers. It should run close to the baseboard. Now fasten these various wires from the binding post strip together with the four binding posts. Connect 32 and 36, the A— and B— posts, together. Fasten the strip to the baseboard with R. H. wood screws slipped into the two composition support pillars.

9. Fasten the .001 mfd. fixed condenser to right and left hand angle mounts with two of the short R. H. machine screws and nuts. Fasten these under the binding post nuts of the B and P terminals of the 5 to 1 A. F. transformer. Fasten the .00025 mfd. condenser to two angle mounts in the same way and also fasten the .002 mfd. condenser as shown in the picture wiring diagram. These mounts should now be held under the A and G binding posts of the transformer.

10. Connect 54, the free end of the .002 condenser, to 55, the upper or B terminal of the Reflex 1 transformer. Also connect 54 to 56, the right hand spring of the lower jack. Connect 57, the next spring on this jack, to 58, the P terminal of the 3½ to 1 A. F. transformer. Connect 59, the next spring, to 60, the B terminal to the transformer. Connect 61, the remaining spring of the jack, to 62, a point on the wire connected to the right hand spring of the upper jack at 31. Connect 63, the left hand spring of the upper jack, to 64, the P terminal of the right hand socket. Finally, connect 65; the junction of the .002 mfd. and .00025 mfd. fixed condensers, to 10. Fasten the three rheostat knobs on the shafts by means of the set screws so that the arrows engraved on the faces point down when the rheostat arms are turned all the way to the left. Fasten the two silvered dials on the variable condenser shafts so that the

Fig. 4. This set is so designed that all the wiring can be put on without solder. Compare this view with Fig. 3.

8. Make connections 29, 31, 33, 35, 22, and 24 permanently. Connect 37, the — terminal of the middle socket, to 38. Connect 39 on the next socket, to 40. Connect 41, the rotor or lower center binding post of the 11 plate condenser, to 42, the lower or A terminal of Reflex 2 transformer. Keep this wire ¾-in. above the baseboard. Connect 43, a point on this wire, to 44, the G terminal of the 5 to 1 A. F. transformer. Run this wire under Reflex 1 transformer. Connect 45, the left hand terminal of the 11 plate variable condenser, to 46 and 47. Connect 48, the remaining terminal of the crystal detector, to 49, the P terminal of the 5 to 1 A. F. transformer. Connect 50, the B terminal of this transformer, to 51, the lower or A terminal of the Reflex 1 transformer. Connect 52, the G terminal of the right hand socket, to 53.
DAVEN is the real word for dependability when connected with Resistance Coupled Amplification. Daven engineers designed and built the first Resistance Coupled Amplifier offered the Broadcast fan—they were the pioneers and their devices have blazed the way for others to follow.

The Daven Resistance Coupled Amplifier Kits are highly perfected—their assembly is very simple—their output perfect. By adding this amplifier to your favorite tuner, you will have a worthy combination, hard to beat, and amplification that is perfect.

With Resistance Coupling the volume is adequate for all purposes while the tone quality is overwhelmingly superior to any other form of amplification. The name Daven is the "Sine of Merit" and your safeguard when you go out to buy.

The Daven Super Amplifier Unit is laboratory tested and comes ready to install. The base is of molded Bakelite and small enough to fit within any cabinet. All wiring is hidden beneath the base.

The Daven Kits are supplied for either three or four stages—sockets and mini fixed condensers are not included, but instructions are furnished giving complete information and diagrams.

You can buy the Daven Products at any good Radio Store.

Obtain from your Dealer the "RESISTOR MAN- UAL"—our complete handbook on Resistance Coupled Amplification—50c. If your Dealer cannot supply you, we will send you one direct pre-paid for 50c.

DAVEN RADIO CORPORATION
"The Sine of Merit"
Resistor Specialists
Newark, New Jersey
100 marks coincide with the vertical reference lines engraved on the panel when the condenser plates are totally interleaved.

This completes the wiring of the set.

Testing and Operation

After the set has been wired, go over each connection carefully, checking it against the picture wiring diagram. Put the filament switch at the OFF position. Connect a 6-volt A battery across the A+ and A− binding posts. Insert battery back properly and connect a 90-volt B battery to the set. Connect the antenna and ground, light the tubes, and plug in the phones or loud-speaker.

To locate a station, rotate the condenser dials in unison, starting at zero and increasing. When a station is heard, rotate each dial slowly in both directions until maximum signal strength is obtained. Once a station has been logged, it will always come in on the same dial setting. Adjustment of the rheostats may also aid in bringing a station in clear and sharp. It will be worth while to try fixed condensers of various capacities down to .0001 mfd. in place of the .00025 mfd. condenser, using the one which gives best results. Where selectivity is not very important and greater volume is desired, the aerial lead can be connected directly to the F terminal of the Selectoformer.

The three tubes in the sockets, and put the filament switch at the ON position. Turn up the rheostats above three-quarters of the way. This should light the tubes. To test the B battery circuit, disconnect the battery from the A+ binding post and connect it to the B+ binding post. The tubes should not light in this position. Now connect the A

Blueprints You Can Get From Radio Engineering

COTTON SUPER-HETERODYNE, the finest receiving set ever designed for long distance reception, both as to range and quality. Type 7200, 7 sheets $1.75

REINARTZ RECEIVER, one of the most popular models ever described in Radio Engineering. A splendid set for all around broadcast work. Type 3300, 4 sheets $1.00

TC CIRCUIT SET, a 2-control regenerative receiver exceptionally sharp and sensitive. Particularly adapted for indoor antennas. Type X-4000, 3 sheets 75c.

IMPROVED RASA REFLEX, unusually attractive in design as well as in the results produced. This set is also intended for a small antenna. Type 5900, 3 sheets 75c.

BROWNING-DRAKE 201-A, using one UV199 and three UV201-A tubes, the 100% receiver. Type 6600, 6 sheets $1.50

BROWNING-DRAKE 199, using UV199 tubes throughout, designed for dry cell operation. Type 7000, 5 sheets $1.25

DX RECEIVER, because of its high efficiency, owing to the use of tuned RF, this is one of the most popular sets ever described in Radio Engineering. Type 5300, 6 sheets $1.50

PORTABLE TUNED RF RECEIVER, similar in design to the Type 5300 set, but very compact and built for UV-199 tubes. Type 9900, 3 sheets 75c.
Formica Maintained its Leadership

FORMICA again during the past season maintained the leadership it has held for several years as an insulating material for radio uses.

With few exceptions every important radio manufacturer in the country used Formica—more than 125 in all.

They find it pays. For Formica is thoroughly dependable as insulation and provides a strikingly handsome panel for the front of a radio set. Formica has set a standard of good appearance—and permanent and lasting good appearance—which creates sales resistance of considerable proportions for the manufacturer who uses cheaper material.

Of course, wise amateur set builders are moved by the same motives that determine the choice of the set manufacturer. They, too, want good looks and lasting beauty; perfect insulation, strength, and freedom from sagging, warping, softening and discoloring.

Formica is one of the most permanent materials available in the world today. In any climate, under any conditions, it remains almost forever—just as you see it when it is new.

Write for booklets, "What Formica Is."

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4653 Spring Grove Ave., Cin. O.
# STANDARD PARTS LIST

The materials used to make up the set described in this issue were supplied by the following companies. The manufacturers whom names appear below will be glad to send you bulletins describing other products which they make. Please mention RADIO ENGINEERING when you write them.

## Complete Parts for the Type 7200 Cotton Super-Heterodyne

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8645</td>
<td>8-UV201A Sockets</td>
<td>98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C</td>
<td>1-Set mounting brackets</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8R</td>
<td>Allen D. Cardwell Co., 81 Prospect St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2-0005 Cardwell Condensers</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Carter Radio Co., 209 S. State St., Chicago, Ill. 1-Open circuit jack</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>2-Double circuit jacks</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>3-Resistor mountings</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>2-5 megohm resistors</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>1-05 megohm resistor</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>Diamond State Fibre Co., 423 Broome St., New York, N. Y. 1-7X20X1/16 Black Celeron panel</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>1-7X20X1/16 Black Celeron panel</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601T</td>
<td>Dublifier Condenser &amp; Radio Corp., 48 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 2-001 mf. Micadons</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>1-005 mf. Micadons</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>2-0005 mf. Micadons</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8P</td>
<td>2-1.0 mf. ByPass Condenser</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., 40 South 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 8-Eby Ensign plain binding posts</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Goldmark Co., 83 Warren St., New York, N. Y. 1-100 ft. spool Wiret</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co., 18 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y. 3-lengths No. 7 Varnished tubing</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mydar Radio Co., 9 Campbell St., Newark, N. J. 1-Accurate Rheostat dial</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacent Elec. Co., 91 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 1-400 ohm Potentiometer</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Samson Elec. Co., Canton, Mass. 1-Samson 6 to 1 A. F. Transformer</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWA2</td>
<td>1-Samson 3 to 1 A. F. Transformer</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9</td>
<td>1-Samson Super kit</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>931</td>
<td>Walbert Mfg. Co., 931 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, Ill. 1-Filament Lock Switch</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2-Univernier dial—black and silver</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS PARTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>3-pkgs of 25 soldering lugs</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>2-Nickelled angle brackets</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4-Coil mounting pillars</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>2-Panel support pillars</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1-pkg 10-1/2 in. 6-32 R. H. nickeled screws</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>6-pkgs 10-1/2 in. 6-32 R. H. nickeled screws</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2-pkgs 10-1/2 in. 6-32 R. H. nickeled screws</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>6-pkgs. 10-6-32 nickeled nuts</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLETE SET OF PARTS $85.75**

---

**EXPANSION SCREW SETTER AND DRIVER**

Much valuable time is lost juggling a small screw into place.

With a SCREW SETTER, you can quickly and easily start or remove the screw.

A mighty useful and time-saving tool for both repair and assembly work.

**NOT A NOVELTY, BUT A PRACTICAL, SUBSTANTIAL AND EVERY-DAY TOOL**. It has been tested in actual use and approved by many large concerns.

**GUARANTEED** against defects in material and workmanship. Not magnetized. Will not get out of order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>(2&quot; overall)</th>
<th>1.00 ea.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>4&quot; (6&quot; overall)</td>
<td>1.10 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot; (12&quot; overall)</td>
<td>1.30 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any of the above sent postage paid in the United States at above prices.

Special Quantity Prices to Dealers and Manufacturers Upon Request.

**HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO., Inc.**

New York, since 1848

4th Ave. & 13th St.
And then he **LOCKED** his set!

**Silent night.** A chance to get some real DX stations—and there somebody had left his set on all day!!! Not enough "A" Battery power to bring in the locals.

That's what happened to H. M. D.—and why he replaced his old Battery Switch with a Walbert LOCK-SWITCH, the original locking Battery Switch!

There's no chance for any one meddling with your set when the key to the Walbert LOCK-SWITCH is in your pocket. Your set is locked and off!

Play safe! Put a Walbert LOCK-SWITCH on your set tonight. It will give you silent and efficient filament control and absolute protection to your tubes and batteries. At your dealer or sent postpaid on receipt of purchase price.

Walbert LOCK-SWITCH  50c  Gold Plated  . . . . . . .  65c  Extra key with key ring attachment, 20c

Walbert MANUFACTURING CO.  931 Wrightwood Ave., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
KURZ-KASCH
Aristocrat
DIALS and KNOBS

Permanence is the last word in radio. Most advertisers have
outlived this factor, for the precision of only a few could survive it.
Kurz-Kasch Aristocrat Dials and Knobs can be perfectly turned perma-
nent in radio.

There is nothing to re-adjust, set out of order, or wear out. All parts
are machined from Bakelite—then polished in jet black, and carefully
assembled with the Patented Hyo Bolting in Kurz-Kasch development
for the larger dials.

Every major panel will have the most efficient and beautiful contours
in radio for selections, exclusively made, from the custom Kurz-Kasch
artistic line.

Genuine Kurz-Kasch products bear the following trademark on the back of each part.
Accept no substitutions.

THE KURZ-KASCH CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

Poster's Perfect Panels
The Recognized Standard

Engraving-Machining

Bakelite
Radio Panels

"Poster's Perfect Panels" is more than a slogan. It
is a recognized fact. POSTER
today supplies panels to manu-
facturers of national reputation.
The Poster plant is the larg-
est organization in the country
devoted exclusively to the man-
ching and engraving of radio
panels. What the Poster
plant has learned from years of
panel specialization it is ready
to put at your disposal. Write us!

Poster & Co., Inc.
26-28 Barclay St., N.Y. TEL. COR. 4965-6
(Wholesale Only)

Amsco Quality Parts

The standard of excellence
by which all others are
judged. Used by many of
the leading set manufactur-
ers as well as by foremost
radio engineers. They are
laboratory instruments.

At dealers everywhere.
Free literature on request.

Amsco Products, Inc.
415 Broome Street
New York
BMS Fantail Jacks

The easiest soldering jacks made!

B. M. S. JACKS have the exclusive cupped fantail lugs, which make soldering easy. The jacks are made of solid brass, while the springs are of phosphor bronze.

Manufactured by

Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp.,
718 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

who also make B. M. S. TRI-COIL, ($2) TRI-JACK, (90c), and TRI-PLUG (75c).

Made in 9 styles. At all good dealers.

MANUFACTURERS:

ACCRUATE
Screw Machine PRODUCTS

REJECTED screw machine products mean increased production cost. Save time, trouble and money with guaranteed accurate screw machine products. Where required, our BROWN and SHARPE equipped plant can turn out a part for a condenser, jack, switch, etc., with a guaranteed accuracy of 1/1000" to 2/1000".

Estimates gladly quoted—

Kindly submit sample, blue prints or other specifications. We have done precision work for radio manufacturers everywhere in the United States.

COLUMBIA
Metal Products Co.
Accurate Screw Machine Products
357-365 East Ohio St.,
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Gets DX—
SLOW MOTION Tuning

REMEMBER how the "slow-motion" picture helped you see details that were unnoticed in the usual tuning?

In a similar way the "slow-motion" (1/2 to 1/60 of a second) of the new UNIVERNIER helps you find spots of stations that are missed if "smoothing" is done with the usual coarse adjustment (as you are compelled to do with many so-called variable dials which merely duplicate the action of the obsolete vernier condenser.)

With its continuous "slow-motion," the UNIVERNIER first finds the station you want—then fixes it up. That's why it's such a record-breaker for locating these hard to get distant stations and bringing them in so easily, quickly, clear and loud. Promise yourself a real surprise—finale your dial with UNIVERNIER-Swiftly!

At your dealer's or send postpaid on coupon of purchase price. (Please mention dealer's name.)

Mahogany Knob and Gold-plated dial . . . $1.50
Black Knob and Silver-plated dial . . . . . . . $1.25

Jahker and DeLuxe—Write for Discounts

WALBERT MFG. CO.
951 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, I1.

NOW its the "SELF ADJUSTING" RHEOSTAT

No more guessing and uncertainty as to your tube filament voltage. Amperite inside your set, one for each tube, automatically gives just the right current to bring the most out of every tube. Simplifies wire and operation, increases set compactness. Lengthens tube life. Tested, proved and adopted by more than 30 set manufacturers. The set you buy or build will not be up-to-the-minute in effectiveness without it.

$1.10 Everywhere

RADIALL COMPANY
Dept. B.B. 7 50 Franklin Street, New York
Write for FREE Hook-ups

AMPERITE
"means right amperes"
PUDLIN SCIENTIFIC RESISTANCE

WILL STAND THESE TESTS

Put a Pudlin Resistance in a glass of water for any length of time, or, submit to a heat test of 300° Fahrenheit. Then compare with any grid leak on the market.

Our Resistance elements are super-impregnated—our own laboratory development. Endorsed officially by leading Universities and Experts throughout the world.

Beautiful Metal and Glass Cabinet furnished to Dealers and Jobbers FREE with every purchase of 100 Grid Leaks.

Send for Our Resistance Booklet

PUDLIN ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
91 Seventh Ave. New York City

KESTER RADIO SOLDER

Oh, boy—it sure is
Safe & Simple

Here's the solder that contains the flux recommended by radio experts. The pure resins make it a natural flux and can leave no harmful chemical or electrical action on delicate parts or joints. It requires no heat.

In developing radio receivers, it was found that all three, except Goof, Solder, base and use catalyzing parts and wires. This causes leaking and makes the heat insulation so poor on a grid leak.

Use Kester Radio Solder. You will have no trouble to see over and wire away a 340 grid leak. Leave what works may remain—it is a good insulator.

Here you have it: Kester Radio Solder is a safe and simple solder with which you can be quickly, easily, safely, and substantially soldered. Get a handy can of Kester from your dealer.

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4224 Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago—U. S. A.

So Inexpensive!

The New and Improved
Read 'em Binding Posts

"The Knobs Can't Come Off!" 18 Styles Engraved—A Post for Every Requirement

Improving the Appearance of Over 40 Leading Sets

The Ultimate in Quality at the Lowest Price

At Your Dealers at Sent Postpaid 15c Each

MARSHALL-GERKEN CO.
Toledo, Ohio
Other Howard Parts:
- Phone Plugs
- Switch Levers
- Binding Posts
- Soldering Lugs
- Fixed Condensers
- Potentiometers
- Dials
- Sockets

Perfect Filament Control

Howard Rheostats with dial control satisfactorily meet every radio requirement. Conveniently designed for single hole mounting, the bases are of special heat resisting materials preserving shape and finish under all operating conditions. Sliding contacts are phosphor bronze, insuring perfect electrical connections and the resistance elements constructed of special non-corrosive resistance wire, accurately spaced by precision machines and wound under tension on a seasoned fibre strip so that the turns cannot come loose. Carrying capacity is 1.5 amperes. Made in resistances of 4%, 25, 40 and 60 ohms. See them at your dealer's or write us direct.

The Most Efficient Inductance System For Tuned R.F.

The results obtained from tuned R.F. circuits incorporating Henninger Aero Cells cannot otherwise be equalled. The facts explain:
- 90% air drier and absence of dope on windings eliminate resistance losses.
- Uniform air spacing between turns minimizes capacity losses.
- Turned wire (No. 22 D. C. D.) minimizes circuit resistance.
- Wide air spaces of primary and proper rewinding between primary and secondary given full transfer of energy.

RESULTING IN:
- Extreme sensitivity and high perfection of even low frequency and high authority as was never thought possible with the circuits of tuned R.F. Manufactures. Look into our properties. Patents! You will find complete satisfaction and will be enabled at the results obtainable from this inductance system sold by leading dealers and jobbers, or direct.
- Set of three Aero Cells $10.00, Single cell $2.00.

HENNINGER RADIO CO.
1772-74 Wilson Ave.
Chicago

ELECTRAD
426 Broadway, New York

CERTIFIED GRID LEAK.
Absolutely accurately calibrated, permanent fixed resistance units from 4 to 100 megohms. Price 50c.

ELECTRAD Type 3.

GET CLEAR, DISTORTION-
LESS RECEPTION.
Distortion, weak signals, lost signals are almost always caused by inferior small parts. Protect yourself from disappointment, insure getting.

DISTANCE, CLARITY
AND VOLUME.

By using Electrad radio parts. Money back guarantee they will improve your set.

ELECTRAD Parts are on sale at most all reliable radio stores. Sold direct if easier cannot readily post. Money back guarantee.

INDORIAL, change or buy
anywhere, roll up when not in use. Wonderful directional effects, cuts out local stations.

Price $1.65.

VARIFORM, a variable grid leak will give you exactly the current grid resistance. Any resistance from 1/16 to 1/8 is permanent. Price $1.25, mounted $1.50.
ZIP! $20 GONE

"Every Tube Blown Out Again"—Ever Happen to You?

YOU can't foresee when it will occur—loose connection, bit of solder, slipping screwdriver—and there's all five tubes gone in a flash! Not only money lost but the evening spoiled.

These Costly Accidents Can be Prevented

A Kant-Blo on your set gives absolute, permanent protection for any number of tubes. Just install it and forget it.

Not Additional Apparatus

Kant-Blo simply takes the place of a binding post or battery switch. Only necessary for any set and then you are protected indefinitely. Not only prevents blow outs but warns you that there is something wrong. If your dealer is out of stock, send us $2 for a Kant-Blo Binding Post Style or $3 for the Switch Style and we will ship direct to you charges prepaid.

Automatic Engraved Binding Posts

A very high grade and efficient binding post—easily handled with equal battery markings for A & B, positive and negative, phone, aerial, or ground—specify markings desired.

Wire inserted thru the hole of the post is held firmly by spring pressure until released by merely pressing the button like an ordinary electric bell push-button.

Modified bakelite knob is mounted on highly polished shoulder-post threaded and with rubber stopper.

List Price:..............20 cents each

Kant-Blo SIGNAL

"Lights on any Short Circuit"

Manufactured by
GANDO-KRAMER CO., INC., NEW YORK

Sole Distributors
APRX RADO CO., INC., 503 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

Dominating
Accuratune Features

1.—No Back Lash—A new principle takes up all lost motion and back lash and produces a very smooth operating instrument.

2.—Long center bushing eliminates all dial wobble and takes all standard condenser shafts. Permits dial mounting Bush with panel. No cutting of condenser shafts.

3.—Gear mesh and alignment perfected to the same degree of accuracy as the mechanism of a watch. Ratio 80:1.

You can change from ordinary dials to Accuratune Micrometer Controls in an instant, no set alterations necessary. More efficient than built-in verniers—a revelation in fine tuning.

Write for descriptive folder.

MYDAR RADIO COMPANY
9-E. Campbell St., Newark, N. J.

Canadian Representatives: Radio Ltd., Montreal

Accuratune
M ICROMETER CONTROLS
DURRANT OPPORTUNITIES for RADIO SET BUILDERS

DURRANT Radio Combinations make set-building easier and less expensive. There is a combination for each special need.

COMBINATION No. 1
Browning-Drake 199 or 201-A Set
This set gives more volume than any other four-tube receiver. The tuning is sharp enough to cut thru all ordinary interference, and the sensitivity is great so to make the range almost unlimited. National Regenerative kit, including both coils mounted on National variable condensers, fitted with Velvet vernier dials. Price $22.00

FREE Front panel, 7 x 24 x 3/16-in. and tube panel 7 1/4 x 3 x 3/16-in. of genuine Formica, given with each kit.

COMBINATION No. 2
Super-Heterodyne Receiver
During the trans-Atlantic tests, Callion super-heterodyne sets got across when others failed, chiefly because of the high efficiency of the transformers and the accuracy of the matching. This kit consists of Samson intermediate transformers, filter, oscillator coupling, and two A.F. transformers. Price $37.50

FREE Front panel, 7 x 28 x 3/16-in. and tube panel 7 x 17 x 3/16-in. of genuine Formica, given with each kit.

COMBINATION No. 3
2-Tube Raeda Reflex Set
The most popular 2-tube receiver this winter is the new Raeda Reflex. Easy to operate and very inexpensive to build. Combination of essential parts: Raeda tuner, Raeda vernier condenser, Raeda fixed crystal detector, Raeda R.F. transformer, and 1-A Amplifier. Price $12.00

FREE Front panel, 7 x 12 x 3/16-in. and tube panel 7 x 3 x 3/16-in. of genuine Formica, given with each kit.

COMBINATION No. 4
A.F. Amplifier Combination
Samson hollow-wound audio transformers are known for their high amplification and freedom from distortion. The amplifier combination fits into any type of set you build. 1-5 Samson transformer, 4-0 Samson transformer, and two UVH-A Benjamins sockets. Price $12.00

FREE Two 1-A Amplifiers for automatically controlling the tubes, are given with each A.F. amplifier combination.

COMPLETE COTTON SUPER KIT
DURRANT is the only company prepared to supply immediately the complete parts, with Formica panels drilled and engraved, for building the famous Callion Super-Heterodyne. Every part, down to the last screw and nut, is included in the kit. Moreover, you save $10.00 by buying the complete kit. Price $50.00

COMPLETE BROWNING-DRAKE KITS
Another DURRANT specialty is the Browning-Drake receiver, either for dry cell or storage battery operation. The designs are endorsed by Mr. Browning, assuring you of the perfection of the design and the quality of the parts. All items are supplied, including Formica panels drilled and engraved.

Browning-Drake 199 type 7000, Price $34.50. Browning-Drake 201-A type 8000, $29.50

DURRANT RADIO, Ltd.
C-52 VANDERBILT AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
Laurence M. Cockaday and M. B. Sleeper Specify

CICO PRODUCTS

For his improved DX Regenerative Receiver in March Popular Radio, Mr. Cockaday specifies CICO double circuit and single circuit jacks.

For his Rasla Reflex II hook up in February Radio Engineering, Mr. Sleeper specifies CICO rheostats. Products good enough for radio authorities, are not too good for you.

CICO Radio Jacks are moulded of pure bakelite.

All CICO Radio Parts Are Unqualitied Guaranteed
Designed for perfect efficiency, CICO Jacks, Plugs and Rheostats must be perfect in materials and assembly or we back your dealer in refunding your money.

CONSOLIDATED INSTRUMENT CO. OF AMERICA
41 East 42nd St., New York

---

Balloon Tires for Your Tubes

Delicately adjusted springs, at the base of a Benjamin Cle-Ra-Tone Socket, do the same for the radio tube that balloon tires do for the automobile—absorb jars and shocks.

Outside tumbling traffic, inside footsteps, mechanical and human activities, amazingly vibrate floors of buildings—so finely adjusted scientific instruments have proved. This comparatively small shaking of the tube develops a very perceptible noise in the filament, and very often breaks this halflife wire when it is cold.

Benjamin Cle-Ra-Tone Sockets "beat" above their base and so escape this ever-present trembling. More sensitive experiments are thus possible and distant microscopes come into closer clearer. Stiff bus wiring does not affect the flexibility of Cle-Ra-Tone Sockets. They are adaptable to every hook-up and especially desirable in portable sets. No radios parts to deteriorate. Bakelite is used wherever possible to insure sturdiness and long life. Contact points in tube terminals are perfect and permanent. Terminal lugs for soldering.

BENJAMIN CLE-RA-TONE SOCKET
CLEARER RADIO TONE

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Company
120-128 S. Sangamon St., Chicago, Ill.
247 W. 17th Street, New York
The N & K Trio

Fast Sellers!

A SALES quality which can never be surmounted—TONE—clear, rich, mellow, distinct Tone;

And the presentation of this quality in a choice of three popular forms—
1. Phones that are highly sensitive—are surprisingly comfortable to wear.
2. A Loudspeaker of unusual, space-saving shape and artistic appearance.
3. A Phonograph Unit, every proportion and feature of which has been especially designed to co-ordinate with the phonograph.

And the entire line backed by widely read National Advertising.

Stock the entire N & K Line. It moves.

N & K Imported Phones

have large size diaphragms and ear caps, bringing new comfort to the wearer. Sanitary, leather covering on head bands. Generous length of cord. Retail list $8.50. In display cartons of ten individually packed phone sets.

N & K Imported Loudspeaker

The specially designed sound chamber filters the sound. Made of bursten, a scientific material which unlike wood or metal, eliminates false vibrations. 14 in. high. Choice of artistic color effects. Retail list $27.50. Shipped in threes, each speaker in display carton.

N & K Imported Phonograph Unit

Attaches instantly, without screws or other device, in Victrola or other standard phonographs, giving the inexpensive equivalent of a fine head-piece. Retail list $7.50. In cartons of twelve, each unit in gold embossed leatherette box.

Th. Goldschmidt Corp.
Dept. K-1
15 William St., New York

FIL-KO-LEAK

Scientifically Correct

its calibrated

in Canada

$2.00
$2.90

in Canada

FIL-KO-LEAK are specified for the Hoyt System of Signal Augmentation by the Engineer. FRANCIS H. HOYT. With a limited number of fixed transistors, we must rely on the high-quality performance of FIL-KO-LEAK. The output of FIL-KO-LEAK, as tested in each of our systems, is consistent and accurate, and is not affected by atmospheric conditions, weather, or time.

Every FIL-KO-LEAK is tested to be perfect electrically and mechanically, and is to be accurately calibrated over the operating range for all times (in 3 ranges). This calibration is double checked.

FIL-KO-AKSTEN

Scientifically Correct

Radio Lightning Arrester

with 100% Guarantee

in Canada

$1.50
$2.10

in Canada

Absolutely warranted to protect your set from lightning, with a guarantee to pay you $10 or to repair your set, should it be damaged through faulty operation of the arrester. The "tumbler" shield keeps dust, moisture, etc., from the Bakelite insulation, preventing leakage losses from internal ground. This makes certain that all radio impulses reaching the antenna pass through your set, which ensures maximum reception.

Limited to standard under re-examination service of Underwriters Laboratories.

NEW and IMPROVED

FIL-KO-STAT

Scientifically Correct Radio A.C. D.A.T.

with Battery Switch

in Canada

$2.00
$2.90

in Canada

Turn your tune. Diminate with FIL-KO-STAT and retain your favorite stations. Used continuously in the FIL-KO-STAT, it is the essential component that permits adjustment over the entire operating range of all tubes and maintains just the right maximum stability in volume or loudness. The filter is the smallest, lightest, and both and enables you to break circuits without disturbing the FIL-KO-STAT. FIL-KO-STAT fits any type tube in any hook-up. Unconditionally guaranteed. Send 25 cents to Dept. RE78 for interesting literature on improved reception.

DX INSTRUMENT CO
HARRISBURG, PA.
Long Before Broadcasting

was known American Radio Relay League members were deep in the mysteries of wireless.

It is but natural that these pioneers became leaders, and their official organ, Q S T, attained pre-eminence.

A. R. R. L. men know Radio, and Q S T is a worthy guide, and it is with pleasure we record that the B-T Tuner will he found in the Stations of Q S T's Technical Editor, Information Service, Manager, and Editor of Current Service of the League.

—and further that the B-T was chosen from the world's CONDENSERS for the 12-meter set pictured above, which Traffic Manager F. H. Schnell will use on his 8-months' experimental cruise.

Can you improve on the choice of experts?

Circulares free.

48-page Booklet "Better Tuning," postpaid 10c.

BREMER-TULLY MANUFACTURING CO.
532 S. Canal St., Chicago
AND NOW READ THIS LETTER!

LAWRENCE LOTTIER.
JR., 7640 Oakland Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan, writes:
"Radio Engineering is the
magazine for the set builder.
I cannot get my copy promptly
unless I go downtown, so
please find enclosed my two
dollars for a year's subscrip-
tion beginning with March,
1925.

"By the way—I sure can use
the Kant-blo, for three of my
tubes went west a week ago."

The Kant-blo tube protector and signal absolutely protects the tubes from
burning out when the B battery is accidentally connected to the filaments.
It does not affect the operation of the set, as its normal resistance is only
a few ohms, jumping instantly to 900 ohms when the B battery is put on
the filaments. No changes in the wiring are needed. Protects one to ten
tubes of any type.

A Kant-blo is given free with every year's subscription or extension to
RADIO ENGINEERING. Send $2.00 with your name and address.

IMPORTANT: In order to get a free Kant-blo, your letter must be
addressed to the Tube Insurance Department.

M. B. SLEEPER, Inc.
Technical Publisher
A-52 Vanderbilt Avenue New York City
Jaunes Goldmark Company

Speed Up Production by using WIRIT for your sets. By actual time comparisons, you will find that assemblers can work faster and more neatly than with any kind of conductor.

WIRIT is No. 18 tinned copper wire, drawn to a temper which makes it stiff enough to hold its shape, tho it can be stretched sufficiently to take out the kinks. WIRIT, moreover, is much less expensive than other conductors, saving both in material and labor.

WIRIT, per 100 ft. spool........$0.90
Special Prices in Quantity to Manufacturers

James Goldmark Company
83-A Warren St., New York City.

Tauter, for loops, Litzendraht, Silk and cotton covered magnet wire.

DeJur
ONE HOLE MOUNT
RHEOSTATS

1—Easiest to mount.
2—No back panel fusing.
3—Perfect contact always.
4—Genuine bakelite always.
5—Contact slider and shaft made in one piece.

At All Dealers
DeJur PRODUCTS Co
Broome and Lafayette Sts., New York
The New
FRESHMAN
MASTERPIECE
COMPLETE KNOCKDOWN SET

A "Universal Unit"
Contains every single part necessary to build the
FRESHMAN MASTERPIECE
5-Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver. Here's just what you get:
1. Genuine Bakelite Fused Point, completely drilled and assembled.
2. Genuine Bakelite Sub-Panel, with sockets, binding posts and all necessary already in correct place. All installing holes exactly drilled.
3. Freshman Tuned Radio Frequency Unit—perfectly matched and balanced.
4. Genuine Bakelite A-1 Type Dials.
5. Freshman Variable Grid Leak and 1105S M. F. Condenser.
6. Freshman 5 to 1 Audio Transformer.
7. Freshman 200 Microphone Condenser.
8. Freshman 500 Fixed Microphone Condenser.
10. Freshman Filament Control Switch.
11. Freshman 30 ohm Rheostat.
12. Freshman Battery Holder and every bracket, screw, etc., making that you will require as well as an ample supply of spares and last bar.

and all for only $39.50

A 24-page book of instructions packed with every kit. Seven full-page illustrations and many smaller ones explain every operation step by step, in language that anyone can understand.

At your dealers or post prepaid, remit at once for purchase price

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.
Radio Receivers and Parts
FRESHMAN BUILDING
240-248 WEST 40TH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

NOKORODE
FOR EASY
SOLDERING

Perfectly soldered joints in the building of radio sets are a prime essential for best results. Perfect soldering is being achieved by amateur builders everywhere who have used NOKORODE, the soldering Flux which is recommended by leading electronics and radio clubs throughout the world.

HERCULES
Aerial Mast
All Steel Construction

In the finer country estates, where Radio assumes importance, and long range reception or transmitting is essential, there you will find the Hercules Aerial Mast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mast</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 ft. Mast</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 ft. Mast</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ft. Mast</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 ft. Mast</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ft. Mast</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We pay freight.

FREE DATA
Our engineering department has prepared data and blueprints on these masts that will give you some useful and interesting information. This data will be sent without cost or obligation. Write at once before our supply is exhausted.

S. W. HULL & CO.
Dept. M-4
2048 E. 79th St.
Cleveland, O.

Write for literature and FREE Blueprint.
The men whose names are listed below are prepared to handle all emergency work, take care of batteries, and replace tubes. Their charge is $1.50 per hour, not including travelling time except to unusual distances.

The charge for listing in this section is 50c. for one month, $2.00 for six months, $3.00 for twelve months, payable in advance. The * indicates that we have received letters from six set owners stating that the men whose name the * appears has handled their I and M work satisfactorily.

A REGISTRY OF RADIO INSTALLATION and MAINTENANCE SERVICE MEN WHO INSTALL, MAINTAIN, and REPAIR RADIO EQUIPMENT

Conn., South Norwalk—A. GHIRARDI* White Bridge. Tel. Nor. 2724
D. C., Washington—A. C. BURG U. S. Soldiers' Home. Tel. Col. 730 Br. 41
Me., Bangor—JOHN FOX 120 East St. Tel. Bar. 7591
Mass., Boston—H. A. NICKERSON 201 Devonshire St. Tel. Cong. 5156
Mich., Detroit—R. J. McLEOD 7725 Kelling Ave. Tel. Bal. 9525
Mich., Detroit—J. E. JOHNSON 91 Gladstone Ave., Tel. Empire 6581
Mich., Detroit—WM. MILLIGAN 6545 Woodward Ave. Tel. Northway 5691W
Minn., Minneapolis—GEO. A. BECKER 4709 Wentworth Ave. Tel. Locust 6291
Mo., Kansas City—J. K. O'BRIEN 2116 Penn St. Tel. Okt. 9533
Neb., Omaha—W. J. F. SACKRIEDE 2622 Jaynes St. Tel. Kenwood 5628
N. J., East Rutherford—D. R. DOREMUS 116 Hackensack Street
N. J., Trenton—F. C. SCOBHEY 478 Stuyvesant Ave. Tel. Web. 7254
N. Y., New York—APEX RADIO CO. 123 Liberty St. Tel. Rector 3176
N. Y., New York—HERBERT MULLER 954 Lexington Ave. Tel. Rhlrs. 3905 154 Nassau St. Beck. 8040
N. Y., New York—RONALD MAAR 470 W. 157 St. Tel. Wads. 9799
N. Y., New York—PAUL FRANCK 317 West 119th St. Tel. Morningside 9140
N. Y.,—Brooklyn—J. McPARTLAND 932 Flatbush Ave. Tel. Fla. 1758R
N. Y., Buffalo—L. A. JEWELL 69 Leslie St. Tel. Lan. 9234
N. Y., New York—RADIO CONST. LABS 71 W. B'way. Tel. Walker 2143
N. Y., New York—J. ROEMISCH 841 Lexington Ave. Tel. Lex. 4420
O., Kent—KLADAG RADIO LABS.* Kline Bldg. Tel. 127
Pa., Scranton—J. J. MAHON 730 Capouse Ave. Tel. Bry. 2944
Tex., Fort Worth—C. L. FARRIS 500 Taylor St. Tel. Wor. 3927

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS & SPRINGS
Wm. STEINEN & CO.
297 Washington St.
NEWARK — N. J.
TEL. MARKET 9077

FREE Cabinet No. 6782 given free to all users of SCREW ASSORTMENTS for set builders and manufacturers.

ECLIPSE SCREWS

Send for Bulletin No. 97
HENRY FRANK JR. INC
374 Hudson St. New York City.
— and now the TORO-TRAN!

CARDWELL, whose pioneer “low-loss” condenser established new standards of radio efficiency, is now introducing the Toro- Tran— the ideal balanced coupling inductance for all radio frequency work.

The Toro- Tran eliminates signal energy picked up by ordinary coils from nearby stations. It eliminates magnetic feed-back in multi-stage radio frequency circuits, thus removing the most active factor in causing bowing and distortion, and thereby increasing selectivity and distance. It rejects almost entirely the interference effects caused by electrical power machinery, elevators, door-bells, arc stations, etc.

The Toro- Tran winding confines the field to the inside of the coil in a small area and thus avoids one of the greatest sources of loss known to radio receivers— that of stray magnetic fields, which result in the absorption of signal energy and reduce the efficiency of the receiver tremendously.

Note these unusual advantages in assembly and operation

1. The coils do not require spacing or angular mounting. They occupy less space than your condensers.
2. Permit exact nullification of tube and stray capacity without gus- work or tedious testing.
3. Closed magnetic field eliminates magnetic feed-back in tuned radio frequency amplifiers.

The Toro- Tran has a lower “circuit resistance” i.e., effective resistance as assembled in a set and not as isolated in the laboratory (for theoretical measurements) than any inter-stage tuned transformer made and has a correspondingly higher amplification factor, its ratio exceeding ten.

To appreciate the many remarkable advantages of the Toro- Tran, write for our two free booklets “The Toroyne Circuit” and “The Most Interesting Radio Frequency Transformer Ever Invented.”

Toro- Trans are ready to mount in any tuned radio frequency circuit. Replace your ordinary coils with Toro- Trans. You will be astonished with the results. Most .00015 mfd. variable condensers will tune these, but by using Cardwell Condensers you get maximum efficiency.

Order from your dealer or direct

CARDWELL TORO-TRAN WITH BALANCING POTENTIOMETER $4.00
Cardwell .00015 Condenser for testing $0.75
Cardwell .00015 Vernier Condenser $0.25
Cardwell .00015 Dual Condenser (two-in-one) $0.90
Cardwell .00015 Triple Condenser (three-in-one) $1.90
Cardwell Audio Trans Insulated audio transformers $3.50

The Allen D. Cardwell Manufacturing Corp.,
81 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
You can give your set this big advantage—

Amplification without Distortion
How to make sure of getting everything loud and clear

To make your set reproduce clearly; to enjoy what you hear—voices that sound natural, music pure in tone and quality—be sure your transformers amplify without distortion.

Whether you have a neutrodyne, superheterodyne, regenerative or reflex, the addition of the Acme A-2 Audio Amplifying Transformer will make it better. They have given the pleasure of “amplification without distortion” to thousands of people. Try them and note the difference.

Each Acme A-2 is tested and carries a guarantee tag. Use them in the set you build. Insist on them in the set you buy.

Send for our 40-page book which explains how to get the best results with your set. Also contains valuable wiring diagrams. It will help you build a set. Mail the coupon with 10 cents.

Have the fun of making your own radio set

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY,
Gentlemen: I am enclosing 10 cents (U. S. stamps or coins) for a copy of your book “Amplification without Distortion.”

Name
Street
City
State
EASTERN LOW-LOSS COILS
(The Famous Pickle Bottle Type)

IMPROVE ANY CIRCUIT!

LANSING MICHIGAN
Jan. 29, 25.

Eastern Coil Corp.,
N. Y. City,

Gentlemen:

I live less than 3/4 mile from station WREG and can easily tune them out and hear some of following stations: WMC Memphis, CFCF Montreal, WJZ New York, WFAA Dallas, Texas, WHAS Louisville, Ky., and many others over 325 meters.

With the aerial disconnected I can get stations on loud speaker better than 1000 miles distance. Everything comes in very clear and so loud that people across street can hear music very plainly with doors closed. You have my permission to print this statement.

Very truly yours,

R. V. Eggleston

All tubing, shellac and loss-producing material eliminated

3 Circuit Tuner $6.00
1925 Model D X Superdyne $8.00
Tuned R. F. Circuits—A—no. 0003—33 plate condensers—set of 3 $4.00
B—no. 0003—37 plate condensers—set of 3 $5.00

SPECFIED BY M. B. SLEEPER IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUITS IN RADIO ENGINEERING

R D X Reflex Set: Type 8400 Pickle Bottle Transistor Price $1.00
Radio Frequency Coupler on
1 Genuine aluminum tubing Price $1.75
Complete $8.75
Portable Tuned R. F. Receiver Type 8802 Set of two Pickle Bottle Coils required Price complete $4.00

Mail orders filled. Order by circuit or type number Dealers write

EASTERN COIL CORP.
22 Warren St. Dept. R. E. New York